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Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new adult archers or
archers who are struggling?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for archers struggling with why they aren’t
better than they think they should be. Written with
more than a touch of humor, the first half of the book
points out common barriers to becoming a good
archer, along with what you can do about losing those
bad behaviors.
The second part of the book addresses the primary reason so many archers suck instead of excel: they
have no mental program or, at best, they have a weak
one. Included are instructions on how to create your
own killer mental program, along with provisions for
what to do when things go wrong and when they go
more right than expected.
Buy a copy for a friend because you, obviously,
don’t need this book!
Finally, adults getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Why should the kids have all of the fun? Everything adult beginners want to know is covered, like:
• How to get started
• How to get coached
• How to find and buy archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• What the styles of archery are, and
• What goes on at competitions and how to join the fun!
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and safety.
Recommend a copy of Shooting Arrows: Archery for Adult
Beginners to your adult friends who are curious about your
sport today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Wow, Our 17th Year!
It is humbling that this magazine has been trudging along for
sixteen years and we now enter our
seventeeth year. And I have been
Editor for most of its life.
Amazing.
I know, so what have I done for
you lately? Well, regular readers
know that I search far and wide,
even to other sports, to find things
I think you will be interested in.
And, sometimes, I get lucky and
fields far removed from archery
find us. Such was the case while I
was browsing at Amazon.com and
came upon a little Kindle book An
Alexander Technique Approach to
Competitive Archery by Ethan
Kind. I had heard of the Alexander
Technique in a voice class I was
taking through my recreation
department (teachers often have to
talk a great deal and can suffer
from sore throats, so we took voice
lessons), but archery?
I contacted the book’s author
and got him to excerpt something
from his book to give you a taste of
what the Alexander Technique has
to offer archers (Hint: proper use
of your body). You’ll find his article in this issue. I hope you get
enough info to help you decide
whether to pick up a copy of his
book. I also suggest an experiment
is in order, so if you are intrigued
be sure to read to the end of the
article.
What have I done for you lately, indeed! Sniff!
If you look at the ad opposite
you will see I have a couple of new
books out. Let me know if any of

you want to submit a review because
you can’t tell what’s in a book from
its cover or from an ad, certainly not
whether it will help you.
I am currently at work on
another book, a sequel to More on
Coaching Archery, which I cleverly
am calling Even More on Coaching
Archery. More than half of this
book is previously unpublished, so
I hope you coaches will enjoy it
and benefit from it.
I have told you I am also working on a series of coaching books,
tentatively titled “<So and So> on
Coaching Archery.” I have gotten
tentative “okays” from Larry Wise
for you compound coaches, Lloyd
Brown for Olympic Recurve specialists, Larry and Randi Smith
(Randi is our current Paralympic
Archery Coach), and Terry
Wunderle, the “Shot Doctor.” I
have a number of folks who are
near to commiting but I don’t want
to scare them off by lisiting their
names. (You have to set the hook
before you reel them in.) I hope
that these will start coming out in
2013, but that is just a wish right
now, not a production schedule.
If you know a coach who you
really think has a legacy of teaching
that needs documenting, give me a
name and I will chase them down
and put them to the question. It is
my hope that the next generation
of archery coaches will have a professional literature from which to
learn, so as to serve all archers better.
This issue is chock-a-bloc full
of good stuff. And by “full” I mean

this is largest issue we have ever
published. Since I got Larry Wise
started thinking about a coaching
book, his article this month is on
mentoring talented young archers.
Tom Dorigatti has encountered
quite a few compounders who
struggle when the pretty colored
targets get rolled out and has
advice for you 3-D and field
archers who usually don’t see that
target. It has to do with finding the
fun in target archery and as we all
know, if you are competitive the
fun is in the winning or being close
to winning.
And I finally caught a Carter!
Forrest Carter of Carter Enterprises has written on how to get a
good fitting release aid and
promises to write more. (Hooray!)
Bob Ryder continues his series
on coaching college archery teams.
He still has a way to go on the
mental side, but I keep pestering
him about this and that which I
need, now that I coach a college
team, and this month he has written about getting ready to compete
in outdoor nationals when there is
snow on the ground at your college.
We have some research results
(I keep looking) this time indicating whether archery is a strength
or endurance sport (and no, I am
not going to just tell you, go read
the article). And a couple of articles from the AER folks, too.
Whew! Happy reading! And
Happy New Year from Claudia
and me!
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Making Target
Rounds Fun
by Tom Dorigatti
This last summer, did you try your hand at a competitions are quite similar. The full FITA round,
target round? And did you struggle? There are ways to in my opinion is by far the most difficult to prepare for
both from a number of arrows being shot standpoint a
make those rounds fun (and win them)!
The multi-colored target face has been utilized for distance standpoint and an endurance standpoint as
centuries. You’ve seen it in the movies, the ones that well.
Listing all the rules for all of the rounds in each
most often come to mind are the famous “archery
tournament” scenes in the Robin Hood movies where association is well beyond the scope of this chapter.
there is the plan to capture Robin Hood by hosting an The rules for the rounds can be found on the NFAA,
archery tournament whereby the winner gets a golden the USAA’s, and the WA (formerly FITA) websites.
(Keep in mind that rounds shot internationally are in
(or in some versions, a silver) arrow.
Even today, the round “matt,” “butt,” or “boss” is meters while ours are in yards.) Rather than take up
still used for “target rounds” as is the multi-colored loads of space talking about each association and their
target face. There are over 100 different rounds and rounds, I’ve opted to go with the rounds listed in the
variants that can be shot while utilizing this target official NFAA rule book. As I said earlier, there are
face. Here in the United States, the most popular over 100 different shooting rounds that utilize this
round utilizing this target face is the American 900 type of target face.
The NFAA lists only five of these types of rounds
Round; second is the FITA round. In Olympic competition, the full FITA round is no longer shot, even if in their rule book: the 900 Round, the 810 Round, the
600 Round, and the Classic 600 round,
just to rank the archers to place them in
as well as the Lake of the Woods Round.
the now familiar a series of elimination
The differences are mostly in the disrounds (match/face to face competitions
at 70 meters).
tances shot, the scoring, and/or number
Since this particular type of target
of arrows shot on the 122cm target face,
face is so different from what has been
while the Classic 600 round uses the 92
previously discussed (NFAA/IFAA tarcm target face “patch” whereby each
get faces), and the rounds being shot on
shooter has their own target face to
this type of target face also differ in Look deep into my eye, you are get- shoot at on the bale. This patch only
mental and physical approaches, I felt it ting very, very sleepy.
covers the area out to the 6-ring, so
best to devote some space to give you
arrows outside of the “blue” score a “0”.
some tips and pointers concerning getting prepared to The Lake of the Woods round uses different sizes of
compete on an open field and the large multi-colored target faces based upon the distances being shot; the
target face and, of course, making it fun! Since most target face getting smaller as the distance decreases.
events in the USA are centered on the 122cm face and
So let’s discuss the particulars of these few rounds.
the 900 round, I’ll address this and its iterations I will be talking NFAA, but will interject the small
specifically. Keep in mind that preparation for the differences with regard to USAA/WA events where
FITA round; the 50 meter elimination rounds for the appropriate.
USAA (formerly the NAA) and the “World Cup”
6
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The NFAA 900 Round

This round, also called the American Round, is most
commonly used for State Target events nationwide.
Many states use a two-day format, while others have
this event as a one-day event. I’ve personally competed in both the single day and multiple day formats,
and frankly, I prefer the single day format because it is
economically more feasible and normally tends to
draw more competitors as well.
• The NFAA maximum poundage is 80 pounds
(peak) and maximum arrow speed is 300 feet per
second with a 3% variance allowed due to chronograph error. In USAA/WA competitions, the maximum bow draw weight is 60 pounds (peak).
• The shooting distances are: 60, 50, and 40 yards.
• Archers shoot 30 arrows from each distance. Six
ends of five arrows per end. Often at the 40 yard
distance a switch is made to three arrow ends to
avoid damaged arrows. For USAA/WA competitions, every shooter’s arrows must have their name
on them. This is not required in the NFAA.
• There is a five minute time limit to shoot the 6arrow end. USAA/WA have a 4 minute time limit
for 6 arrows.
• Scoring is 10 for the inner gold, 9 for the outer
gold, 8 and 7 for the red area, 6 and 5 for the blue
area, 4 and 3 for the black area, and 2 and 1 for the
white. The arrow needs to only touch the line to
score a higher value. Normally there is double scoring and the arrows holes are marked on the target
face as after they are all scored and before pulling
the arrows.
• In some events, there is a shooting line for each
distance. In others, the target butts are moved forward closer to a static shooting line after each distance’s shooting requirements are fulfilled.
• Shooters are allowed optical devices on the line
with them as long as they don’t interfere with other
shooters on that line or space.
• Shooters are not allowed any aids to screen from
the wind, rain or the sun at any time, with the
exception of being able to have someone shield
their sighting mechanism from glare (which doesn’t happen often). In the event this shield is used, it
cannot be larger than a legal sized envelope. Most
often a ball-cap or hat is used for this purpose and
is held by another shooter and not by a spectator.
Umbrellas on the shooting line are not permitted.
• The courses are supposed to be laid out in a South
to North direction, with allowances of up to 45%
Archery Focus

due to land layout and/or safety concerns.
• Most times, there are flags placed on the top of
each target butt, but I’ve competed in events that
only had flags on the two butts at either end of the
line of target bales. I’ve also shot events where there
weren’t any flags at all to use for wind direction
indications.
• Sometimes the shooting lane for each bale is clearly marked, but I’ve also shot events where they
were only marked on the shooting line; or not
marked at all.
• Normally, only four shooters are assigned to a
shooting bale, and only two shoot at a time on the
shooting line. Once the first shooters have completed their 6 (or 3) arrow end, then the whistle
blows and the next line is up to shoot their ends. I
don’t recall ever competing in an event where all 4
shooters assigned the bale were on the line at the
same time.
The NFAA 810 Round

When I first started archery back in the late 1960’s,
this was a very common round to shoot for State
Target events and local competitions on this target
face. As release aids and compounds took over, the 810
round became “too easy” for the shooters, so it has all
but been abandoned in favor of the 900 round.
The 810 round has the same rules, number of
arrows shot, and shooting distances as the 900 round.
I won’t bore you with giving those details again. The
difference is in the scoring of the arrows. This round
uses only the “colors” to determine the score of each
arrow; once again, touching the line gives the arrow
the higher score. For this round then, the entire gold is
“9” points, the entire red is “7” points, the entire blue
is “5” points, the entire black is “5” points, and then
entire white (excepting the petticoat or outer area outside the circle of the outer-most rings) is scored as “1”
point. (This is the original/traditional scoring system.)
Thus 90 arrows all in the gold would score a maximum
of 90 x 9 = 810 points above; I mentioned something
about this round becoming “too easy” for the compound/release shooters, didn’t I? With regard to this, I
need to relate a story to you once again. I could put
this story closer to the discussion on preparing for this
type of event, but it is more appropriate right here as I
briefly discuss this “easy” 810 round.
Yet Another True Story A few years back, a local
shooter, Vic Wunderle, had qualified for the United
Continued on Next Page
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States Olympic Team. Our club decided to hold a
benefit shoot to generate some funds to help pay for
Vic’s expenses. We decided that since most all of our
shooters in the area were shooting compounds and
releases that we would make the round more “interesting” and to draw more people by making it an 810
round instead of the 900 round. This took away the “
tens” and thus made it less intimidating to newbie
archers and bowhunters/3-Ders. Another motive
behind it was to give everyone who attended a chance
at a much better score because they wouldn’t have to
be in the center of the center to score maximum value
on each shot. We had great attendance that day, with
lots of archers coming out of the woodwork to support
Vic and to watch him shoot. Sally Wunderle, Vic’s sister, also attended the tournament as did several state
champions from different shooting divisions from the 900 round
shot only a few weeks before. As
is typical, the weather was hot
and there was some wind blowing
(but at least it wasn’t raining). So,
on with the shooting. When we
finished up the 60 yard distance,
only two shooters were still
“clean” with a total score of 270
. . . Vic and Sally! So much for shooting at a basketball
sized bullseye 9˝ in diameter at only 60 yards being
“easy,” huh! When we finished up the 50 yard scoring,
only two shooters were still “totally clean” with perfect
540 scores (obviously, the same two), but several of us
had cleaned up our acts and managed to shoot perfect
270 scores at 50 yards. Then came the 40 yard distance, where we shot only three arrows per end before
going up to score. Sally had one “burp” and just barely missed the gold, while Vic continued to pound the
middle of the middle time and time again, just like he
had all day long. It came down to whether or not Vic
could end up being the only shooter to shoot a perfect
810 for the day. Now, you must recall that Vic
Wunderle shoots Olympic style; that is, a recurve bow,
fingers on the string, no peep sight, and no scope, but
rather a simple open aperture. How is it then, that the
compound archers couldn’t stay with Vic and also
shoot a perfect 810 on this very easy round? Sally had
an 808 (having only that one burp), and I think the
next best score was 804 or something. Even our best of
the best couldn’t muster a perfect 810 on this “easy”
round and target. I mean, c’mon, a 9˝ circle at only 60
yards and people are missing it and shooting out into

the red or the blue while using compounds and release
aids? What makes it worse was that many of us also
managed to shoot an arrow or two out of the gold . . .
at 40 yards, too! Of course, you also must realize that
we were competing with two “Masters” of the FITA
style multi-colored target face, in both Vic and Sally
Wunderle. Vic competes in Olympic style, while Sally
competed in Compound style on national and world
levels. Both of them held many national and world
titles at one time or another.
So, how it that this “finger shooter” showed up all
those compound/release shooters then? It obviously
wasn’t all about the supposed advantage the compounders have over the Olympic-style shooters. What
it was about is preparation, attitude, and focus on the
task at hand. I must also mention that Vic Wunderle
went on to win the Silver Medal
in the 2000 Olympics and has
since won many other events as
well. He continues to be a force
in the United States and world
Olympic-style shooting scene.
Of late, however, Brady Ellison
has over-shadowed nearly all of
his competitors with his uncanny
shooting abilities. As of this writing, Brady Ellison is favored to win the Olympic Gold
Medal in the 2012 Olympic Games in London.
(Compound bows are not allowed in Olympic archery
competition. Brady, like Vic, started out as a compound archer but made the switch to be able to compete for Olympic medals.)

“When we finished up the
60 yard distance, only
two shooters were still
“clean” with a total score
of 270 . . . Vic and Sally,
both recurve archers!”
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The NFAA 600 Round

This round differs only in the number of arrows shot
per end and the number shot for the round. All other
details are the same. For this round, five arrows are
shot per end; four ends per distance, for a total of only
60 arrows. The time limit is four minutes for the five
arrow end. I know of a few states that have adopted
this round for their State Target event instead of the
90-arrow 900 Round.
The NFAA Classic 600 Round

This round is quite different from the others. It got its
start at the old Atlantic City Classic that was, until
recently, an indoor event. Now, since the building of
the NFAA Archery Headquarters and Easton Facility
in Yankton, SD, this event is being shot outdoors.
The rules for this round are the same as for the
Archery Focus

600 round except that instead of shooting the 122 cm
face at 60, 50, and 40 yards, the archers shoot a 92 cm
target face. The distance for the round starts at 40
yards, then moves back to 50 yards, and you finish up
at 60 yards. In addition, each shooter has their own
target face to shoot at, which is a “patch” that has the
scoring rings out only to the 6-ring.
The Lake of the Woods Round

This round was very popular back in the 1970’s and
1980’s. We don’t see it much anymore, but when we
do, people really enjoy the format immensely.
• 20 targets per full round, 10 targets per half. This is
designed for recreational facilities or public parks.
• Shot at progressive distances 20 through 65 yards
in 5-yard increments. Each distance has its own
target face(s).
• Multi-color FITA faces are used.
• 3 arrows per end for the 20 targets in the round for
a total of 60 arrows. 21/2 minute time limit per
end. Of course, for the NFAA, the “three let-down
rule” applies.
• 4 target faces on each butt for 20, 25, & 30 yards.
40 cm target faces arranged in a square.
• For 35, 40, 45, and 50 yards, the 60 cm target faces
are utilized, one target face per bale.
• For 55, 60, and 65 yards, the 80 cm. target faces are
utilized, one target face per bale.
• Shooting lanes on the line are 30˝ in width.
• The shooting line is static, but the bales themselves
are staggered to the different distances involved.
• The shooting distance for each bale is marked on
the bale and clearly visible to the shooters on the
line. The bale is marked with the distance and the
target number (#1-10, or #1-20)
• If you start on the left side the first ten targets, you
will start on the right side for the second half. Same
goes for top versus bottom target. If you shot topleft the first half, you will shoot bottom right the
second 10 targets for those bales set up with multiple faces.
• The two closest to the marker at the start will
shoot the bottom targets and the two farthest from
the marker will shoot top targets for the first half.
You are allowed to shoot the 20 yard target as
“practice” once for each half before going to the 20
yard scoring target and then progress in order, 20,
25, 30, etc.
• Scoring is 5 points for the entire gold, 4 for the red,
3 for the blue, 2 for the black, and 1 for the white
Archery Focus

for a total possible score of 300 points. I have seen
some variants of this to score the targets 10, 9, 8, 7,
etc, which would make the total possible score of
600 points. Touching the line scores the higher
value.
So, there you have it, a brief synopsis of the “target
rounds” currently shot mostly in the United States. I
reinforce the fact that the United States and Britain
shoot most of their rounds in yards, while the other
countries almost always shoot their distances in
meters. In addition, as I mentioned earlier, the USA
doesn’t utilize the vast array of variant rounds devised
for this style of target face. With all the other types of
rounds and competitive archery events in the United
States, having more and more variants would really
tend to confuse people. It has been a very, very long
time since I’ve seen or participated in a York Round, a
round that was very popular, but demanding. In fact, I
don’t know for sure whether or not there are any York
round events in the United States anymore.
So why am I writing so much about the outdoor
multi-colored target rounds? I’ve told you that I won’t
talk about something for nothing, haven’t I? So, now
that you know a bit about the different rounds that use
this humongous large bull’s-eye it is time to get into
the point of this chapter. Most compound archers
think the target face can’t be that intimidating; the
thing is huge—4 feet in diameter, with a 9˝ diameter
gold ring? How can you miss? Well, we do miss and
we miss a lot on this style of target face, much of
which is from a preparation and attitude standpoint.
You will see some repetition of things from many
previous chapters, but it is better to repeat those things
rather than reference them and then have you flipping
pages back to those chapters which are referenced.
Besides, how am I to know if you bothered to read
those chapters?
Another True Story

Not too long ago, I knew a very good shooter who was
exceptionally talented at field shooting. For this person
to shoot a score below 550 was rare. However, this person also hated to shoot indoors and hated the 900
round or any round associated with the multi-colored
face, especially outdoors. We were finally able to convince this fellow to compete in a 900 round that was
coming up at our range. The first comment was, “I
sure don’t see any point in going out there to shoot at
Continued on the Next Page
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a basketball-sized spot at only 60 yards and then sneak
up on it. It isn’t worth the time and I seriously think I
could shoot a 900 or very close to it; the target is just
too big and easy.” It took us some doing, but we finally got this archer to attend the 900 round. The tournament begins out in an open field, on a clear, hot, and
windy day. This shooter hadn’t spent any time at all
shooting on the FITA target face and to our knowledge hadn’t been out on our
field shooting at those target
butts. We allowed the courtesy 45 minutes of practice
and two practice ends for
everyone at 60 yards before
starting to score. We weren’t
at all surprised to see this
archer shooting a lot of 9’s
and an occasional ‘8’ as the
practice continued (a rude
awakening, perhaps?). The
archer in question didn’t have
a lot to say, but one of the
comments eventually uttered
was, “I never prepared for
this. The target looks so easy,
but it is way tougher than I
ever thought it was going to
be. This constant wind and
hot sun is wearing me down,
too.” He didn’t win this particular tournament, but shot
pretty well for the round once his mental game was
refocused and he figured things out as the round progressed. Since that time, however, this person does
compete in 900 Rounds and has learned to prepare
and to do very well on this venue. In fact I’ve seen him
shoot 894 or better several times on the round.
Additionally his indoor scores have also gone up and
60X rounds have pretty much become routine and this
fine archer has become quite the all-around shooter.
Do you see how the story above has been related
to you? ProActive archery can and will help you. Lack
of preparation or not being ProActive and strong
mentally can and will lower your scores and, obviously, your position on the leader board.
The Unique Aspects of Preparing For
and Shooting at FITA Style Target Faces

Shooting out in the open is one of the prime considerations that must be considered. Obviously, you are
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not going to have any shade while you are on the
shooting line. In order to accommodate this, you must
consider several things:
1. Your Clothing I wouldn’t recommend you wear dark
or tight fitting clothing. Light colors and loose fitting shirts and slacks (or shorts) are highly recommended. Do you think that this might have been
some of the reasoning behind the “all white” in
times
past
for
the
NAA/FITA events (as well
as tidiness and neatness)?
2. Your Footwear I see lots of
people shooting in flip-flops
or sandals. This is okay . . . if
you have been out in the sun
a lot and your feet are tanned
and accustomed to this. If
you are doing this for the first
time and your feet aren’t
“tanned,” then you are going
to have problems with sunburn (take care of that with
sunscreen). Also, if you
haven’t been accustomed to
wearing flip-flops or sandals,
I can guarantee you that your
feet are going to get sore and
tired over the course of the
round. You cannot concentrate and maintain your
shooting platform if your feet
and legs are sore and hurting you. Shooting in tennis shoes is also not what I consider the best option
either. While they are somewhat comfortable, they
tend to put your weight balance too far back. We
need to have a bit more of our weight distributed
towards the toes of our feet rather than flat (flipflops or sandals), or back (like tennis shoes). Thus,
I personally opt for either walking shoes or shoes
with a heel on them that helps get my body weight
centered more forward. I also make it a point, especially for this type of event that involves a lot of
walking to change into my shooting shoes before I
go into the competition and then to change out of
those shoes after the event is over. What relief this
is, especially after the competition is over. Nice
cool, comfortable shoes and clean dry socks after
the event is such a relief! Don’t forget your socks.
There are moisture wicking socks that really help
with the “hot-foot syndrome” and can additionally
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prevent sore, tired, blistered feet.
3. Your Head Gear I see only a few shooters outdoors
on a 900 or FITA round without head-gear. Those
are normally the ones who don’t fare well as the sun
beats down on them. At a minimum, a good quality billed cap is a must, in my opinion. Some people also use a bandana under the cap as an extension to shield the backs of their necks from the sun.
4. Hydration Staying hydrated is essential. While you
are out in the hot sun, you are perspiring and losing water at a high rate. If you don’t hydrate, you
are running the risk of cramping, disorientation,
extreme fatigue, and even heat stroke. A rule of
thumb is to drink at least 4-6 ounces of water
between scoring ends. It isn’t a bad idea to have
some sports drink with you too. Soda isn’t really
adequate for you and can actually increase thirst as
well. Also be aware that if you are super thirsty and
super hot, drinking down ice cold water in a hurry
is not the thing to do either. As a long distance
road cyclist, past runner, and racquetball player, I
know the value of and requirements for proper
hydration. Even with this knowledge, however, I
do tend to put off hydration during rides and espe-

cially during target archery events. After all, I’m in
the shade between ends while I’m waiting my turn,
so I shouldn’t need so much water, should I?
Wrong.
5. Food Intake I see many shooters not eating anything while they are participating in a target event.
Not a good idea! You are burning calories and need
energy to keep your body fueled. You should consider taking some energy bars with you or even
some chocolate bars. If they give you a break
between distances, get some food, an energy drink,
and some water into your system. In addition, some
of the sports nutritional products are a huge help in
re-charging your system. Many of them have great
taste and provide 100 to 200 calories of the “right
stuff ” to keep your electrolyte and nutritional
needs satiated during this activity. Never short
yourself on hydration and food intake, especially
during this type of archery event!
6. Sun Screen Even if you are tanned and have been
outdoors a lot, you really need to consider using
sunscreen on your arms, legs (if you are wearing
shorts), feet (if you opt for flip-flops or sandals),
Continued on Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
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face, and neck. Don’t forget to use some sort of lip
balm or sun screen lip balm on your lips too. Getting sunburned is not good and you could pay for
this lack of care during the round, and more so
after the round. Sun blistered lips, arms, face, feet,
and legs are not fun at any time! Plus long-term
effects, such as skin cancer, are not to be scoffed at.
7. Something to Sit On Bring some kind of comfortable stool or folding chair to sit on and take a load
off your feet and body between ends. Standing up
in the heat all day like this is not good and it will
wear on your legs and stamina in a hurry, even if
you are under the shaded canopy (if there is one
available or you brought one). I never recommend
sitting on the grass. First it is a long ways down and
much harder to get up from (you run the risk of
cramping up, which is not any fun at all), but more
importantly, you never know what kinds of bugs or
creepy crawlers are traipsing around down there;
anything from ticks, chiggers, fire ants, to ground
wasps can be down there. Don’t take the chance;
don’t sit in the grass.
8. Something for Your Bow to “Sit On” Yes, you should
consider something to place your bow onto or into
so it isn’t simply lying on the ground, pretty much
invisible and likely to get stepped upon by someone
who isn’t paying attention. There are all sorts of
bow stands available for you to choose from. I’ve
even used an old arrow and prop my bow up using
the arrow against a part of my sight extension
(behind the scope) or riser just to keep it propped
up. However, if it is raining, it is a good idea to find
something that keeps that bottom limb out of the
mud.
9. Acclimating Yourself to the Elements All too often,
we tend to be shooting our merry old way on field
courses, knowing full well there is a 900 or a FITA
round coming up. We continue to shoot in the
shade of a tree up until the very last minute. We
haven’t been out in the sun; we haven’t been out on
a flat, open field; we haven’t bothered to shoot or
become accustomed to the target face (more on this
later). In other words, we have “failed to prepare”
and we have failed to become “ProActive,” both of
which are asking for a less than desirable performance at the target event. All athletes acclimate
themselves to the conditions that they will be facing during their competitions; they prepare for this
well in advance. Why do we archers tend not to
prepare in the same manner? If you haven’t been
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shooting out in hot sun, on a windy, flat, hard field
surface, out in the rain, or whatever, then how can
you expect to know how those conditions are going
to affect you? Shooting field courses which are
under a canopy of trees, even if on the same property, is not preparing you for the hugely different
conditions you are going to experience on the target field! You cannot prepare your mental game
and your body for this if you don’t go out there and
get it done! You know about the event, so get out
there several times before the event, and if possible
at the hottest part of the day so you get acclimated
to the sun and heat. Your body will respond positively, but only if it is already acclimated to the conditions. This also affects your mental attitude as
well, so be ProActive and prepare yourself in
advance for the inevitable.
10.Your Optics First off, you do not have to have a
spotting scope and tripod, but they are entirely
within the rules should you choose to use them on
the line. Personally, I don’t use a spotting scope
when shooting target rounds. However, should I
decide to shoot a full FITA round, then I would
opt to bring out my spotting scope and tripod for
that. I’ve found that the 11 power binoculars I use
for field shooting do just fine for me during 900
rounds, so I use those. And, I’m used to having
them over my shoulder for long periods, but even
so, being out in the hot sun and shifting those
binocular straps around my neck to my eyes and
back down to my shoulder does have an impact on
my fatigue level and comfort.
Here is something else to consider and keep in
mind while using optics under bright conditions
for extended periods. I also find that anything less
than 8 power is inadequate for 900 Rounds. You
must get used to a “flock” of arrows in the gold
background and get used to memorizing arrow
positioning in an effort to try to sort out your
arrows from the others in the same area of the target. Often times, you and your line partner can
“call” for each other, but that has become less common over the years. There is a rule on verbal coaching, so calling each other’s arrows is pushing that
rule a bit (not normally enforced, but it is there).
The really important thing to consider is the
brightness of being out in the open and the huge
potential for eye strain and fatigue if you over use
your optics! Eye strain and fatigue can be a real
headache (figuratively and literally) if you aren’t
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careful. This can also cause vertigo and dizziness,
among the dangers of headache and burning sensations. So, when using your optics use them as
necessary and for as short of a time “in the glass” as
possible. Give your eyes a break or they will break
you.
One last thing to say about glassing your target and/or looking for your arrows in the target.
Always keep this in mind concerning the four possibilities on the result of any single shot. You are
going to have all four happen to you during the
course of the round. Be cautious about allowing a
“good shot, bad result” to fluster you and force you
into an “I can’t buy an X today” mentality. This will
wear you down and you will lose focus in a heartbeat. You should have been training yourself to
pretty much know where your shots are going and
to use the optics as a means of verification or to
look for patterns in case you are doing something
differently and need to move the sight. Like anything else, you must keep on top of things and not
use anything to excess or to the point of having it
break your confidence or concentration. Of course,
in windy conditions you will tend to use the optics
more than under calm conditions, because you need to
know how this is affecting
your impact point. Use your
optics with discretion and discretion is always the better
part of valor.
ProActively Practicing for
a 900 Round Tournament

“From my experience,
those who think a 900
round is a cake walk
because of the huge target face are in for a rude
awakening and a kick in
the humility butt! ”

So, I have written about conditioning and acclimating your
body as ProActively preparing for a outdoor target
round. Now we need to talk about preparing your
mental game and equipment knowledge in order to
eek out every last point on the scorecard.
From my experience, those who think a 900 round
is a cake walk because of the huge target face are in for
a rude awakening and a kick in the humility butt (like
the guy in the story above)! Normally it happens to
those who are ill-prepared, unpracticed, and taking
things for granted. Those who don’t know about wind,
rain, lighting and other shooting conditions and the
effects they have upon their shooting. They also
haven’t prepared themselves for the large differences in
their sight picture and holding patterns as opposed to
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having a well defined aiming spot. (The 5-ring on
NFAA field targets started out as a small aiming dot
in a much larger 5-ring.) The FITA face is a completely different animal from a 3-D target, and differs
hugely from Field and Hunter target faces too. After
all, you have this huge gold spot down there, only 60
yards away for 30 shots; and you move in from there!
So, not so fast, sports fans!
The 900 Round target face, or any of the outdoor
multi-colored faces take some getting used to. Very
few people can just waltz out there on the field for a
900 Round and start pounding 10’s like there is no
tomorrow and keep them there. Let’s talk more about
this ‘getting used to’ situation. Yes much of this comes
from what I’ve mentioned before, but there is more to
this venue than meets the eye of the casual or inexperienced observer.
Centering Up I think I have spoken many times
about “let it float and shoot the shot.” Nothing could
be closer to the truth when it comes to centering up on
the large gold area on the 900 round’s target face. You
have a 9˝ gold area, and most of the time, from the
shooting line, you cannot see the “ten-ring” let alone
the X-ring through your scope. What you have to hit
consistently is the 41⁄2˝ 10-ring
that is in the middle area of this
huge gold blob. Those who try to
man-handle their bows to force a
solid hold are already in the
process of changing the methodology in which they shoot.
Remember that any time you try
to force an issue, it usually forces
things in a direction that isn’t a
path you wish to follow.
So, what can you do about
this issue of centering up? Lessons can be learned from
Olympic-style shooters. First, they have no scopes or
peep sights, so what they see through their sight aperture is very small and ill-defined. However, many are
not using a drop or up pin; they are using a small aperture ring and trust the rule of concentricity (our eyes
are naturally built to concentrically align circles upon
circles, if we let them do it) to take care of “centering
up.” Secondly, Olympic style archers are not trained to
dilly dally around, forcing getting centered and holding it there for several seconds in an effort to try to get
perfect alignment. Olympic-style shooters don’t have
the time or the strength to “piddle,” they literally let it
Continued on the Next Page
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float and shoot the shot. Always realize that the longer
it takes you to line up and execute, the less likely you
are to hit the center of the center.
• You might need a larger aiming dot in your scope
or a larger ring instead of the dot in the scope. You
might well need a smaller one too, but for me, I see
less movement if I select a larger dot size when
aiming on a larger area like this. This is much of
the reason why I’ve made my own dots and circles
for all these years. I have all sizes readily available
and can shoot and test the sizing out and select that
which gives me the most relaxed aiming pattern.
Then once the 900 Round competition is over, I
simply go back to my selected field shooting dot or
hole size that has been working for me.
• You might need a different color than you are used
to with regard to the dot or the ring. I’ve almost
always used the red bumper reflective tape that I
cut out myself because of this issue. It works on
every type of target face I’ve ever shot; indoors or
outdoors, in poor lighting and in bright lighting.
I’ve never had a situation where I could not see this
type of dot or circle regardless of the conditions. I
have had situations where I couldn’t clearly see the
target, but I’ve always been able to see the dot or
circle in my scope. Obviously, gold or yellow
wouldn’t be the wisest choice of color, since what
you are aiming at is that color.
• You might, but I don’t, decide to move your sight
in or out depending upon which setting makes it
easier to aim with. However, remember that when
you do this, your “Field/Hunter sight settings” will
be wrong and you’ll have to accommodate this
when sighting in.
• Don’t force it. If you try to force your dot or circle
to center up, you aren’t staring a hole into the middle of the middle and you are rather directing the
shot by using the wrong muscles instead of letting
your eyes and brain do the work for you. You are in
for a long day if you try to force your aperture to sit
still in the middle of that large area.
Arrow Selection I’ve always used my field arrows
for 900 Rounds and not had much of a problem there.
However, with today’s modern arrows, I’m finding that
a little more FOC (front of center) with having more
tip weight really helps the arrow when the wind comes
up. Shooting high speed/lightweight and low FOC 3D arrows isn’t necessarily the thing to use on rounds
out in the open like this. Larger diameter and heavier
arrows are also not the wisest of choices. First off, they
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will have a lot more wind drift when the wind blows;
secondly, neither your fellow shooters nor you are
going to be very happy concerning the “kiss-offs” you
and they will get off those big arrows. Lighter arrows
bleed speed much faster than a heavier arrow, but the
heavy arrow is more about the “pile” or tip weight
(FOC) to help keep the arrow on line. The old rule of
thumb was, “Weak or light arrow in the calm, stiff or
heavier arrow in the wind.” With this in mind, most
shooters today are indeed selecting smaller diameter
carbon arrows to shoot FITA and 900 rounds. Several
companies have started making smaller diameter carbon arrow shafts and these, when coupled with 100125 grain points make an exceptional outdoor arrow
for shooting at distance and also for shooting up close;
especially in the wind. In some venues overseas, the
target bosses are extremely hard, so shooters have to
use very expensive Tungsten arrow points so that their
arrows aren’t damaged in those tough target bosses.
Carbon arrows or aluminum carbon arrows are today’s
choice of arrows, and aluminum arrows are pretty
much out of favor. Once again, for distance shooting,
the general consensus is that, if you are going to be “off
spine,” then opt to the stiffer and not the weaker one.
Vanes or Feathers? Most archers are shooting vanes
on their arrows. However, the vanes are not the higher profile vanes preferred by hunters. They are also not
using Spin-Wing vanes because the speed tends to
bleed off much quicker and the arrows “balloon” or
“die” much past 40 yards. Some vanes as long as 3˝, but
most are 2˝ and under. Helical fletching is common,
but angled straight fletch is more commonly used in
order to get clearance of the vanes off the arrow rest.
While feathers are lighter and perhaps less critical,
they become a real liability in unfavorable weather and
wind conditions and are easily damaged, thus I don’t
see many people shooting with feathers on FITA or
900 Rounds.
Arrow Rests There are myriad arrow rests in use. I
see mostly launcher blade or “fall away” arrow rests,
and most shooters who are using launchers are using
the narrowest blade they can get by with because of
the small diameter of their arrows (there isn’t much
room between vanes on these tiny shafts). However, if
you cannot draw your bow smoothly with a super narrow blade or have lots of flyers or let downs, then it is
worth your time and trouble to tune in a wider launcher blade. This comes down to personal preference and
what has been proved to be the best and most consistent for you.
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Draw Weight The USAA limit is 60 pounds maximum peak weight. While the NFAA permits 80
pounds maximum and 300 feet per second arrow
speeds, not many shooters have the prowess or stamina to shoot more than 90 arrows for the round, doing
so by shooting six arrows in four minutes or less at that
high of a draw weight. Heavier poundage (roughly
above 60#) plus being out in the sun and elements
drains them of energy and they tire quickly. You have
to decide upon the poundage you want to shoot and
then get the setup properly tuned so that you and the
equipment mesh together.
Release Aids If you are a release shooter, you often
hear bad news stories about shooting a 900 or a FITA
round in the wind with trip-gate releases, or with pressure activated releases. More and more shooters are
indeed shooting trip gate releases on these rounds and
in these venues. Some are even trying pressure activated release aids (Carter Evolution, Revolution, or Stan
Element). A few are shooting index finger release aids
and do very well with them. However, it seems that
the majority are shooting thumb trigger releases.
Stabilization We can go around and around about
stabilization. Most bows being built today are not built
with the same initial balance points as they were just a
few short years ago. Heavily reflexed risers through
much of the riser’s weight out in front of the bow
hand, so today’s bows almost all require some sort of
back weighting to get them to react the way a person
prefers. That being said, there are some shooters who
have a lot of stabilizer tip weight and a lot of weight
on their back stabilizers as well. This all boils down to
personal preference and a lot of time spent trying different balance points and finding what you can document gives you the best stable holding pattern and
gives you the most consistent and proven results. You
cannot do this in a day, a week, or a month. It takes
time and commitment. Overloading your bow with
weights so your bow arm fatigues quickly is not a
recipe for stability or accuracy.

the time to learn when under calm conditions how far
the “bubbling” affects your impact points left and
right. You won’t get the same perception as you do on
a Field or Hunter face, so it pays to learn this on the
“basketball sized gold ring” you’ll be aiming at during
your competitive rounds. Do this on calm days, and
then when you have windy days, you put this into
practice proving it under fire during practice. Some
other things about wind that most people don’t think
about until it is too late:
• You are going to miss the bull’s-eye when it is windy.
You have to get into the mindset that you are not
going to shoot a 900 that day or any other day
when the wind is blowing; especially if it is gusting
and changing on you all the time.
• Keep an eye on the flags, just because the wind is hitting you in the face when you are at full draw (wind
from the right for a right-handed shooter) doesn’t
mean that the wind is blowing in the same direction 60 yards down range. Keep an eye on those
flags. They give them to you as a resource, so use
Continued on the Next Page

Anticipating Difficulties

I have addressed archer and equipment, now for some
tips on getting the ProActive practice accomplished so
that when things go awry you are already prepared to
handle difficult situations.
Wind I have previously discussed practicing in the
wind and intentionally shooting with your bubble
canted 1⁄4, 1⁄2, 3⁄4, and full bubble left and right. It is
very important that on this target face you also take
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them. Keep an eye on how the targets are “reading,”
that is, how far off the holes in the targets are? You
know that other people are compensating, but, for
you how much is that difference in relation to how
much bubble you give your set up? They likely
aren’t shooting the same point weight, arrow size,
etc as you are. They likely aren’t shooting the same
arrow speed as you. Many of them are likely not
prepared for shooting in the wind or don’t know
how. There are going to be those whose arrow holes
can give you a picture of what is going on, if you
pay attention. You don’t watch their score; you simply look at how much windage variance they are
getting.
• There is continuing debate over whether to “hold off ”
the center or to “bubble it” by putting the top limb
into the wind by enough bubble to allow for that
“windage” and then aiming dead center. Personally,
unless the wind is really strong and gusting, I prefer to aim dead on and shoot a strong shot. Often
times, just shooting the strong shot will produce
good results without having to make any corrections whatsoever. However, if a strong shot isn’t
doing it then “bubbling it” is my next option. Here
is one reason why I don’t prefer to aim off center:
for months, no, for years, you have trained yourself
to aim centered up, correct? If you try to aim off
center, then, your mind is going to see this and at
the last instant, you are going to push the sight over
to get to center and the end result will be a shot
clean out over to the other side (from the wind).
You are conditioned to center up, so give yourself
every opportunity to remain that way. If you have
decided to “aim off,” then you had better be practicing that, and practicing that a lot so that you
always have control of where you want to aim, and
can keep the sight there regardless of the wind. You
determine how much the wind is moving your
arrows, and then you aim at a point opposite and
through the center to compensate for that drift (if
you are drifting 3” to the right, aim 3˝ to the left,
etc.). And get used to the idea that sooner or later,
and likely several times during the round, you will
loose an arrow just as the wind quits or just as it
gusts, and your “correction” will be all for naught,
and you’ll hit right where you were aiming or
where your bubble says you were corrected to. Oh,
well, good shot, bad result.
• Look, feel, listen and stay focused. I’m not saying that
you should be thinking wind, wind, and wind.
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What I am saying is that you should pay attention
to the rhythm of the wind and whether gusts, if
there are any, are quick to subside or do they hang
on for more than a few seconds. How long is the
“normal lull” between gusts? I see most shooters
waiting until they hear or see a gust tailing off and
then they quickly draw their bows and try to get off
the shot before the next gust hits. Think about this.
You have now put yourself into the position of
rushing your shot based upon a preconceived
notion that if you hurry, you can get it in before it
the wind rises again. It is never a good idea to rush
your shot. In my opinion, unless it is a day when
the wind is simply howling, it is wiser to draw back
your bow as the gust is about to peak, settle in, and
normally by the time you have settled in, that gust
has subsided and you have plenty of time to execute
the shot before the next gust of wind comes up.
Once again, if that wind is just plain strong and
continuous then all bets are off and you just have to
do what you have to do. I’ve had occasions where I
have held off out in the petticoat and a few where
I was nearly aiming over at the next butt over (well,
not quite that bad, but it certainly seemed that
bad).
• Don’t complain about the wind. You can’t do anything about it; you cannot control it, so don’t allow
it to control you. However, since you have been
ProActively practicing in the wind, this isn’t any
big deal to you. Let it bother your competition,
while you stay focused and shoot your “wind
game,” allowing your opposition to continue to
give you points and get frustrated.
• Wind and back tension release aids can mix. As I
wrote earlier, many shooters will change over from
a back tension or tension activated release aid to a
thumb trigger release the second the wind starts to
blow. Some do quite well this way; for a while.
There are some who practice with back tension or
tension activated release aids and shoot competitions only with thumb trigger release aids. I am not
talking about those archers. I’m talking about those
who violate the rule against “changing things on
the fly.” Here are some things to keep in mind
when shooting in the wind with back tension
release aids.
1.Concentrate more on keeping strong and letting
the sight float rather than how much your sight
is moving around. Every time the sight moves,
archers tend to let up on their back tension. This
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tendency can be overcome with more practice
while shooting in the wind, so never pass up the
opportunity to shoot under windy conditions.
2.You can move your feet ever so slightly to help
proper execution of back tension based upon
which side the wind is coming from. (I mentioned this in one of my stories concerning
Darrel Pace using golf tees for his foot positioning during a warm up for a FITA event.)
a. For a right handed archer, if the wind is blowing from right to left, the wind is pushing
your bow arm out and away from your line to
the target (opening you up, or giving you more
bow arm push); thus, the shot will tend to
break easier as long as you maintain back tension. If you know this, it helps you and won’t
surprise you at all; other than the shot breaking a tad easier, that is. You can close your
stance ever so slightly to help offset this
expected situation.
b.For a right handed archer, if the wind is blowing left to right, then it is forcing the bow arm
toward the center-line of the body and making it feel like a weak shot, so the shot is going
to be a bit tougher to get to break. You are try-

ing to aim to the left, but the wind if trying to
force a weak shot with bow arm to the right.
If you know this, you can use this to help you
set up for a stronger shot. You can even open
your stance ever so slightly to help keep you
more strongly aligned; but be careful when
doing this if you haven’t practiced it.
c. If the wind is blowing directly from the target
towards you, then your arrows tend to shoot
lower slightly, depending upon wind velocity.
If the wind is coming from directly behind
you, then your arrows will tend to shoot
slightly higher. Pay attention to the wind
flags, pay attention to the arrow patterns on
your target and those adjacent to yours.
Reading the targets, especially if better shooters are on them, can tell you a lot about how
you can compensate based upon your setup.
Rain Shooting in the rain can be downright miserable. If there is lightning, the tournament committee
is going to get you off the range and into some shelter
other than trees, however, the tournament will go on
during a plain rainstorm. Be ProActive and set up your
equipment for shooting under damp or rainy condiContinued on the Next Page

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
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• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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tions. This puts you yet another step or two ahead of
your competitors. Here again are some things to think
about.
• If you have practiced in a rain jacket, then by all means
go ahead and use one. If you haven’t, then I would
resist the temptation to start using one now. Once
you are wet, you are wet, and sometimes raincoats/jackets can get you more wet inside the jacket that you would be if you hadn’t bothered to wear
it.
• Your foot gear should be prepared for rain; especially if
rain is forecast.
• Your bowstrings and cables should be weather resistant.
Once again, being ProActive and having that taken
care of in advance is going to save you points on the
rainy day. End servings from the cams toward the
center serving, the center servings, cable stop servings, and other exposed string surfaces can easily be
sealed/weather resistant with simple bow string
wax. This will help prevent the rain from soaking
the servings and making your bow string weigh
heavier, slowing down your bow and causing you to
shoot low and lower as the water accumulates in
the servings.
• Carry a small piece (6˝x6˝) of chamois with you in your
quiver. Use this to wipe down your limbs, riser,
sight, and arrows between ends or even between
shots. This is very handy in dabbing out water from
your scope lens too. You will see people using Ziploc bags over their scopes and fletches between targets, too. The only problem with this is the potential fogging up the scope lens.
• If rain is forecast, consider taking out your clarifier
from your peep sight and get set up with a peep sight
without any lens in it. Clarifier peeps can be a real
pain when rain gets into them. You will want to
blow out the rain, and then the clarifier gets fogged
up and you have to wait for it to clear. You only
have four minutes for five or six shots. You can’t
stand around waiting for scopes and lenses to defog before you can shoot.
• When you withdraw an arrow from your quiver,
grasp it by the point end and give it a rapid shake
to remove water from the shaft and the vanes.
Then load it up and start your shot sequence.
• Watch your optics; they too will fog up or get rain
drops on them. This is yet another use for that
piece of chamois cloth, as well as drying off your
glasses if you wear them to shoot in.
• Carry a plastic bag with you in your quiver so that
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you can place the score-cards into that instead of
having them exposed to the rain. Carry a pen as
well as a pencil so that if the cards get damp, you
can still write scores onto the cards. If rain is forecast, it is not the best idea to bring a water soluble
pen or marker to write scores with!
General Tips

• Always carry at least six extra arrows in your quiver
to the line with you. Often times your arrows are
going to get beat up. You aren’t going to be given
time to hold up the line and go back to your car to
get another arrow if you only have six in your
quiver and one becomes damaged. Carry a full
dozen “marked and tested” arrows with you.
• Have several extra arrow nocks of the same color
you are using. Also have a nock aligning tool.
• Have a spare, pre-cut and pre-melted D-loop with
you in your quiver. A D-loop can be changed in
only minutes if you have been ProActive about
marking it and making a duplicate D-loop that can
be quickly put on. This need not be a 45 minute
fiasco where you have to sight in again and go
through the devil to fix this. You should be able to
put on a new D-loop and be back up and shooting
in the bull’s-eye within five minutes, max. This
definitely should never be a day ending event for
you just because a D-loop goes bad.
• Have extra launcher blades with you. A launcher
blade change should also not be a day ending
event.
• Always have a spare release aid of the same style
and size as your primary release.
• If you are a finger shooter, always have a spare
shooting tab with you.
• Never move the indicator pointer pin on your bow
sight to compensate for your sight settings suddenly going off on you. Count clicks or move the peep
sight slightly to cover this. If that doesn’t work,
check the bolts on your sight mount to make sure
they didn’t loosen up. If that doesn’t fix the problem, check to make sure your second axis hasn’t
come loose. If that came loose, then your scope will
follow gravity and you’ll be shooting high. Keep an
eye on things and check the variables before you
indiscriminately start fiddling with sight or sight
settings. Of course, you have been ProActive and
marked your cam positions and cable positions,
right?
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Summary

So, there you have it. We have discussed many things
that relate directly to the shooting and preparation for
a 900 Round outdoors. All of the items discussed are
important; otherwise I wouldn’t mention them in this
chapter. Some highlights are:
• Get yourself physically and mentally acclimated for the
900 Round venue. You will be shooting out in the
open, and if you aren’t used to it, you are going to
really end up suffering in the middle of the event.
If you haven’t prepared for shooting in the hot sun,
then it might not be a bad idea to pass on this event
until you are prepared.
• Hydrate properly at all times. When you feel thirsty,
it is already too late. 4-6 ounces of water and/or
energy drinks after every end or two could be
enough, but could be a minimum. Be careful that
you don’t over hydrate. This, too, is dangerous. Be
careful when drinking really cold water if you are
really hot and thirsty; the sudden surge of cold
water can cause all sorts of problems.
• Eat something during the round. Energy bars, chocolate bars, some protein, even the energy supplements that contain necessary electrolytes are going
to really help you. Don’t short yourself on how
important this is.
• Wear proper head gear, clothing, and foot gear.
• Make sure you wear sunscreen on exposed skin. If you
are wearing sandals, flip-flops, shorts, etc. for the
first time, whatever you do, do not skimp on
putting on sunscreen. You are out in the open and
you are going to get sunburned unless you protect
yourself.
• Wear some type of protective lip balm. You are likely
to get dry lips, too, so protect them. You won’t be
sorry you took this ProActive step in self-protection.
• Bring something to sit on. Standing for long periods
out in the open or even under a canopy will drain
your legs of strength. It just isn’t the same as shooting a field tournament where you are in the shade
most of the time.
• Don’t sit in the grass. You never know what is lurking down there. Anything from ticks to millipedes
to ground wasps, fire ants, and other creepy
crawlers. Those bites are not fun, especially if they
are in the “most sensitive areas” of your body.
• Bring something for your bow to sit on, too. If it is
rainy, then make sure you have something to keep
that bottom cam out of the grass/mud.
Archery Focus

• Prepare for how you react to shooting in the wind.
Know how much bubble to give for a miss 3˝ to the
left/right or 6˝ to the left/right. Also know how
many clicks to give your sight for 2˝ high or low,
etc. This only comes from intentionally practicing
under ideal conditions so that you learn these corrections for your set up and shooting patterns when
(not if ) the wind starts to blow.
• Know how you react in windy conditions when shooting with a back tension or tension activated release aid.
Wind from left to right or right to left will affect
how easy or hard the release will trip.
• Shooting directly into or directly with the wind does
affect your impact points. You need to know at the first
get-go, how many clicks it takes to “cover” this difference based upon the conditions/impact points on
your target with your arrows and set up.
• Never be caught short on arrows or spare nocks. Also
be ProActive and carry extra pre-cut and melted
D-loops with you. You should know how long that
D-loop opening is for your setup. You should be
well practiced in changing a D-loop out on the line
and have confidence that you can do this in under
five minutes and continue to shoot without any
adjustments to the sight or bow.
• Learn and know what to check for when things happen
with regard to changes in impact points. You have to
learn whether it is you or it is the bow or other
equipment. Be ProActive and have things marked,
measured, and written down.
Oh, and if you are wondering where the “fun” is in
all of this, the biggest challenge we have as archers is
boredom. Mixing up the rounds and targets we shoot
is one way to increase the challenges and variety in our
schedules. Shooting at something really big rather
than something tiny with its inherent challenges of
avoiding over aiming, etc. is a good way to learn how
to “let it float” and “shoot your shot.” If you don’t have
a goal to win the event, have some fun by shooting a
900 Round with just the goal of “letting it float” and
finishing each shot to see what happens. It can be fun
and you can learn something at the same time. For a
matter of fact, you should try sometime to see if you
can shoot even close to “900” with the target set at
only 30 yards! It might be more of a challenge than
you think!
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Preparing Your Team
for the Great Outdoors
or Beating Mother Nature
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
The truth hurts. Not all of us are fortunate
enough to coach at universities or colleges where sun
screen is needed all year round and the only snow you
ever see is on TV. The truth of the matter is that most
of the collegiate teams in the North and East have to
roll right into their outdoor competition with little or
no outdoor practice. As a matter of fact in 1973, my
Junior year at JMU, we shot just four outdoor tournaments in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey in
April and it snowed or sleeted at every one of them.
It’s a cold cruel world.
If this is what your team is going to face, the
question is how do we best prepare them to deal with
this challenge. In a perfect world, this is not the ideal
way to develop your archers, but you have to do what
we can to prepare your team to hit the ground running when they can finally go outdoors.
It is important to understand that my goal for this
article is to outline a plan to take college students who
show an interest in archery in the fall semester to
shooting in both indoor and outdoor collegiate competitions in
the spring semester. I’m sure you
are well versed in how to teach new archers to shoot.
What I am going to do is explore things you can do
to get them prepared to shoot outdoors in the shortest amount of time.
Here are the steps I recommend:

those who are just wanting to play in the backyard.
We love them all, but to meet our deadline you will
need to focus on those who are at least interested in
competition from the beginning. A lot of kids who
just come for the fun will end up deciding later that
they want to compete. The only problem with that is
that they may make that choice too late.
2. Archery Safety
As any archery coach can tell you, with all the freaky,
unbelievable, ill-advised things that kids can do when
they finally get to shoot arrows out of a bow, “When
it comes to Safety . . . There Are No Short Cuts!”
3. Steps of Shooting
a. Mimetics (Without Equipment)
b. With a Bow
c. With a Resistance Band
I believe you can save some time here by reducing the
one-on-one time you would normally have to spend
before you can really accomplish
anything of value. Once you have
introduced the new archers to the
steps of the shot you will need them to do some work
before they will be ready to continue to the next step.
You can issue resistance bands to each of your new
archers, appropriate to the bow weight you will be
introducing them to. Then explain to them that you
will let them shoot once they can pull the resistance
band to their anchor 144 times in two hours. This will
introduce the new archers to the concept of working

Part 7 of a Series

1. Organizational Meeting
Identify those who are interested in competition and
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their bows up and make
minor adjustments to get
them to perform better but
Stretching/Warm-Up
do not confuse the issue by
5 minutes
teaching new archers
Use stretch band
sophisticated tuning techBlank Butt Practice
niques until the time is
Distance Optional
right. Otherwise they short
4. Shooting Archery
Minimum of 2 ends
themselves out, constantly
Take your time here. There
Work on Target Reps
trying to tune their bows
is only one way to teach
18 Meters
before they can even shoot
people to shoot, and that’s
Three Arrow Ends
consistently.
That effort
the right way. Plan the
Work up to 200 quality shots/day
always proves to be counwork . . . then work the
December 31
Goal 60 Shots/day
terproductive. If you want
plan.
January 31
Goal 90 Shots/day
to do them a favor while
February 28
Goal 120 Shots/day
they are learning to shoot,
5. Developing Archery Skills
March 31
Goal 144 Shots/day
convince them that they
This is another area where
April 30
Goal 200 Shots/day
need to have confidence in
you can optimize your time
their equipment because it
while helping your archers
understand their responsibility for their own develop- is going to do exactly the same thing every time. They
ment. That sounds nice, but how do you pull that off, simply need to focus on themselves in order to
since at this stage in their development each one of improve.
them pretty much needs individual attention in the
form of direction and feedback? You can count on 7. Teaching Outdoor Skills Indoors
a. Aiming Off
doing review of form in groups on at least a daily
While aiming off is a skill that has little value
basis, but in addition to the group review, you will be
indoors it can be of great value when you shoot
working with individuals as time allows. About twenoutdoors. Explain to your archers that when
ty years ago I discovered that there were more of them
they shoot outdoors they will experience
than there was of me and I decided to post signs on
changing conditions such
the bulletin board estabas wind and rain. You can’t
lishing standard practices
Practice # 2 - Skill Focussed
effectively compensate for
to provide some guidance
Stretching/Warm-Up
these changing conditions
for those archers until I
5
minutes
by moving our sight on
could get to each one of
Use stretch band
every shot. Instead, if the
them. I started with just
Blank Butt Practice
wind conditions cause you
one practice on one sign
Distance
Optional
to shoot low right blue, you
listed below as Practice #1.
Minimum of 2 ends
must aim high left blue to
Work on Skill Area (as identified by Coach)
compensate. When teach6. Understanding Equipment
Distance Optional
ing this skill you must
Naturally, it is very imporMinimum of 3 ends
remember that your subtant to introduce a knowlWork on Target Reps
conscious mind will conedge and understanding of
18 Meters
stantly try to center the
equipment at the earliest
Three Arrow Ends
aperture, especially if you
logical opportunity. I have
Work up to 200 shots/day
shoot an open ring aperfound that what works best
December 31
Goal 60 Shots/day
ture as opposed to a pin or
for me is to teach them
January 31
Goal 90 Shots/day
how the bow, it’s various
crosshair. The key to
February 28
Goal 120 Shots/day
components and the arrows
teaching someone to sucMarch
31
Goal
144
Shots/day
work together, and how the
cessfully learn to hold off is
April 30
Goal 200 Shots/day
archer can affect these relato teach them to pick the
tionships. I personally set
Continued on the Next Page
independently to accomplish goals. It will also
introduce them to the fact
that this sport will require
effort on their part to
accomplish anything.
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Practice # 1 - General
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spot to aim at to compensate for the drift and
then concentrate on that spot while they are
aiming. That way, even if they are shooting an
open ring their subconscious mind will help
them center the aperture around the spot they
are concentrating on during the shot.
b.Simulating Shooting in the Wind
When you need to teach outdoor skills and you
can’t get outdoors there is nothing like being
able to simulate the condition indoors. You
need to install a magical machine that can create wind indoors on demand. Yes, install a big
fan you can control with a rheostat. It’s been a
few years since I have done this personally, but
it works beautifully. You can pick up a 42˝
Portable Fan that can deliver over 13,000cfm
for less than $300. Some units come with variable speed power control but you may need to
add a rheostat to vary the wind speed to whatever you want.
8. Shooting Outdoors with the Comfort of Indoors
In Korea and all over the world serious competitors
are shooting outdoors from indoors, staying nice and
toasty while they hone their shooting skills. I have
seen more and more dedicated shooting facilities
recently where special windows have been installed to
allow archers to shoot at outdoor targets from within
the facilities. I envy those fortunate enough to have
such a facility, in which to train their archers. So what
can we do to enjoy such luxury. Without resources we
can’t duplicate those conditions but we can take steps
to make conditions a little more tolerable. We attend
tournaments every weekend during the summer
where the host has erected shelters, like carports, to
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protect archers from sun and rain (see below). These
same shelters, erected with three of the optional side
panels provide an excellent practice shelter from
which to shoot outdoors when the elements are a little too tough for your brand new archers. Setting up a
small heat source in the shelter will make for a very
comfortable training facility, as long as your archers
don’t mind walking through the cold to get their
arrows. The shelter can be bought for around $300
with portable heaters running another $50. A reasonable investment in the success of your archery team.
Please try some of these ideas this season and let me
know what tips you may have as a recommendation to
those of us who share this problem with Mother
Nature.
Thanks for spending your time with me and I
hope to see you on the shooting field.
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Now Available!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
and ArcheryEducationResources.com Soon!
Archery Focus
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An Alexander Technique
Approach to
Competitive Archery
An Introduction and Excerpt
by Ethan Kind,
M.M., certified A.C.A.T., Am.S.A.T.
Introduction What makes an Alexander Technique teacher
so extraordinarily good at working with archers is the
ability to work outside of the box, whether the
Alexander Technique teacher has done archery or not.
In fact, the Alexander Technique teacher who has
never shot an arrow may be able to give the archer
what he or she needs in a way that is way outside of
the box. What do I mean by this?
When I was an aspiring concert guitarist, I went
to an Alexander Technique teacher. My left wrist was
hurting from carpal tunnel syndrome and I was practicing the guitar hours and hours every day. Because
the Alexander Technique teacher I worked with was
not a classical guitarist, she was able to get me to
question everything I did with the guitar . . . from
head to toe.
It was extraordinary for me after years of playing
and after many fine guitar teachers, to dismantle
everything I thought was necessary to be a concert
guitarist, and reassemble my own personal guitar
technique.
I kept what worked, let go of what didn’t work,
fined tuned what almost worked, and added wholly
new ways of accomplishing for the first time what I
was truly capable of on the guitar. My best guitar
teacher was an Alexander Technique teacher, one who
wasn’t a guitarist.
I have not done archery. But what I bring to the
archers I work with are the eyes of an Alexander
Technique teacher, a teacher who can assist archers to
be able to consciously use his or her whole body is a
totally athletic and coordinated way. This means that
archers can be extraordinarily accurate but do not pay
a physical price from collapsing or hunkering down to
24

hit the bull’s eye.
How do I do this? I went through a three year
training, and in my Alexander Technique training I
learned to use my whole body with ease and balance
in everything I do: from running, to brushing my
teeth, to playing the guitar.
My training also taught me to look at any activity, from walking to archery, and to spot when the person is sacrificing his or her body for the activity. What
does this mean? It means when I work with an archer,
I can clearly see when the archer is hunkering down
to shoot an arrow. I can see when the archer is not
connected to his or her legs when taking a shot. I can
see when an archer is not balanced from head to toe
when he/she shoots an arrow. And because of this
whole body imbalance, the archer has to use too much
upper body muscle to launch the arrow.
What I, as an Alexander Technique teacher, bring
to the lesson with an archer is my whole body in good
use, as I assist the archer is creating his or her personal effortless and accurate archery technique. This
means, even if the archer doesn’t know it consciously,
I’m showing the archer through verbal directions and
hands on the archer’s body how to use the bow without pain, strain, and compression. This means that the
archer’s bones and musculature are not tense and
compressed as the archer draws the bow.
Since I am not sacrificing my body as I teach the
archer, everything about my posture and words and
hands on assistance, communicate to the archer how
to do the same with his bow.
An Alexander Technique teacher is unique in the
world of archery teaching, because the Alexander
Technique teacher is teaching the archer to do as the
Archery Focus

Alexander Technique teacher embodies and says,
rather than doing only as he says. Simply, if I tell you
to draw the string without locking your neck, and I’m
telling you this with a hunkered down posture, you
will have one heck of a time learning to draw a bow
with a released and lengthening
neck and decompressed spine.
You won’t know why drawing the bow with a free neck
seems so hard, but it’s because
you are getting conflicting messages from me talking good posture but exhibiting poor posture.
A certified Alexander Technique
teacher can truly say do as I do, do as I say, and do as
my hands are communicating to your nervous system.

Start over by locking just your knees and ankles.
Now unlock your thighs without bending your knees.
You cannot unlock knees, but you can unlock the
thigh muscles, quadriceps, which is unlocking the
knees. When you release the thigh muscles without
bending the knees, then you are
allowing the bones in the legs to
balance on top of each other.
Now unlock your ankles, and you
will discover that you will not fall
over. What you will discover
with unlocked thighs and ankles
is that you will feel very wobbly
in your body.
Allow yourself to experience this and within a
short period of time, days, it will not feel unstable, if
you allow yourself to direct. To direct is to release your
neck and let your head lead you into full upright posture. This means as your knees and ankles are not
held, and as your head leads you upright, directing
will create even more space between the leg bones and
vertebrae.
Tense all of the torso muscles and release them
and then direct. What you will discover is that a fully
upright torso does not demand you hold the torso
rigid. Your head leading the spine upwards will
lengthen the torso and narrow the waist. When the
head directs the torso upwards, it engages the abdominal muscles. This dynamic act of directing, in lengthening the torso, activates the abdominals and causes
them to act like a girdle. This has
the abdominals engage and move
towards the back to help support
the back. Engaged abdominals are
not held rigid abdominals. Held
abdominals would interfere with
your ability to breathe as you draw
the bow.
Now, raise your arms into the
bow position and lock your shoulders. When you do this consciously, then you become aware of what
this does to the upper torso. It
immobilizes the upper torso and well as the arms.
There is no way you could draw the bow, if you fully
immobilized your arms and shoulders. Truth is most
archers do something in-between, which is draw the
bow with too much tension in the shoulders, but not
quite rigid.

“I want you to do a little
exercise: I want you to
stand for three hours with
your arms at your sides
and not move . . .”

Posture with the Bow

For an archer to find the most effortless and powerful
way to stand with bow, his posture should start in
neutral. Neutral is an actor’s term for an actor’s ability to create a character from a whole body posture
that isn’t conveying any particular character. Another
way to say this is that you start from a whole body
posture that is fully upright, fully open, and fully
aligned. As an Alexander Technique teacher, when I
apply this to archers, I ask that the archer to be able
to stand with such effortless balance, with arms supporting the bow, and legs in release, that there is no
part of his body that isn’t in dynamic effortless flow.
I want you to do a little
exercise: I want you to stand for
three hours with your arms at
your sides and not move. What
was your response to this
request? Did you panic? It is
very possible to do this feat,
and I believe it’s something
every archer should be able to
do without hurting. For you to
stand upright for three hours
and not hurt, you’d have to find
a way to stand using the least
amount of muscle and this only happens if your body
is in its optimal alignment. I’m going to describe what
this whole body alignment looks like and feels like.
Start by locking every single muscle in your body,
from head to toe. You have just done the ultimate
wrong thing you can do. We’re now going to find a
way for you to do the least amount of muscular work.

“. . . what was your
response to this request?
Did you panic? It is very
possible to do this feat,
and I believe it’s something every archer should
be able to do without
hurting.”
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With your arms being lifted
in front of you, notice if you
tensed your thighs, locked your
ankles, tensed your torso, and
stopped breathing. Now, release
your neck and think your head
up (directing), and with your
arms up, release your thighs,
ankles, torso, shoulder blades,
and feel your abdominals moving
towards your lower back. Now,
with arms up, notice if you are
locking your hip joints. The hip
joints are located from the front
of the torso where the crease is in the upper leg,
between the thigh and abdominals. From the back of
the body the hip joints are at the bottom of the rear
muscles. When you lock the hip joints to stand you
are jamming the pelvis into the upper leg bone
(femur), and this almost always causes you to stand
with an arched lower back. Let the hip joints release
and let yourself experience the torso balancing on top
of the hip joints. This is like sitting on a horse or a
bicycle and feeling your legs release down from a
pelvis being supported by the saddle or the seat.
When you are standing with all of the above
releases in the body, then you get to experience the
whole body as if it was suspended from the head, like
a marionette. With this sense of suspension from the
head down, you also get to experience your whole
body “hanging” in alignment under the head with
space between all of your joints. Think about this possibility. You are preparing to shoot the arrow, and
there isn’t any place in your body where you are
immobilizing a single muscle, and you still hit the
mark.

assist you in finding a way to use
the bow, so that archery is easier
and kinder to the body. It will
give you the physical tools you
need to take the limits off of your
ability to shoot the arrow with
ease, power, pain-free, and with
accuracy without wearing out
your elbows and shoulders.
The topics are: What the
Alexander Technique Offers
Archers; Posture (Archery
Oblique
Stance);
Torso,
Shoulders, and Breathing;
Hands, Arms, and Shoulders; Direction (how to be
fully upright); Inhibition and Archery (letting go of
bad habits); The Whole Body Draws the Bow in
Opposition with Direction; Guided Whole Body
Release before Using the Bow; Accuracy; Competing
without Competing; When You’re not Doing
Something, Don’t Continue to Do It; As a Gift
(Archery Given as a Gift to Yourself and Others); and
Short Essays.

“This eBook is filled with
concepts that will help
you explore what you’ve
been doing technically
and posturally in archery,
and to assist you in finding a way to use the bow,
so that archery is easier
and kinder to the body.”

The Book

An Experiment Is in Order

I am looking for a number of younger competitive
archers ( Juniors/Seniors) who might want to work
with Ethan on their archery technique. Ethan is in
the Albuquerque, NM area and would work with you
locally. The interaction could either be in the form of
a seminar or private lessons; this would be for you to
work out with Ethan. We very much would like you
then to write about the experience and what the
training did for you. As is the case for all who write
for AFm, you will be paid for your contribution.
Any takers? If you are interested I will give you
both each other’s email addresses to be able to connect and work out the details. Editor

Ethan Kind’s eBook, An Alexander Technique
Approach to Competitive Archery, available on his
website, www.ethankind.com in PDF format and in
Amazon Kindle Format from Amazon.com and
Amazon.co.UK, and other Amazon websites, is very
detailed and practical. It is the intention of this eBook
to help archers create a personal technique and posture with the bow that allows them to find the most
mechanically advantageous way to shoot the arrows
with extraordinary precision. This eBook is filled with
concepts that will help you explore what you’ve been
doing technically and posturally in archery, and to
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New from WAF!

Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all
of the major compound archery tournaments? Do you
know what their advantage is? It is based on the
“80:20 law” which states that “the first 80% of the
result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.” Many
compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound “top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want
to tackle the “other 20%” and see if you can join those
at the top?
If you do, the guide you need
is available right now!

Available from Amazon.com and Soon from
www.ArcheryEducationResources.com

by Dr. Adam Androlia, D.O.
You’ve heard it again and again from your
coaches: once you learn the form, the shot becomes
easy. Being inquisitive about my own form (I shoot an
Olympic Recurve bow), I wanted to know what my
muscles were actually doing when I executed my
shots. As archers, we have a general idea of which
muscles are being activated during the shot just by the
motions we perform to shoot. Initially I noticed that
there was little information regarding how hard we
work our muscles during shooting. So the obvious
question is: how hard are we activating our shooting
muscles? The answer to this question could help us
determine whether archery is an endurance or a
strength-based sport. As I am constantly searching
for ways to train better and more efficiently, I knew I
this was worth pursuing.
First I needed to talk to professionals and conduct
some background research if I wanted to find an
answer to my question. I spoke to a few sports biomechanic professionals and read through a number of
different articles, learning that one of the best ways to
help answer these questions would be to measure the
activity of the appropriate muscle groups with electromyography (EMG) during the archery shot. This
became the basis for my experiment in order to assess
whether archery is an endurance or strength-based
sport.
Of course, we needed participants for our study.
Since I shoot an Olympic recurve bow, I wanted participants to follow suit. I selected three men and two
women to participate. All participants had competed
in world ranking tournaments. We then needed access
to tools to help us measure muscle activity. The tool
we chose to use was called a surface EMG. Unlike a
“fine needle” EMG which punctures the skin and
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continues down into the muscle body, the surface
EMG is a tool that measures muscle electrical activity from the skin without puncturing the participant.
Using this type of EMG eliminates trauma to the
muscle of the participant. sensors were placed on the
subject’s pulling arm measuring the muscle activity of
the biceps (flexors of elbow), deltoids (abductor and
adductor of shoulder), and trapezoids (retract scapula) based on the arm movements one performs during
a shot.
I wanted to measure muscle activity during the
two most important phases of shooting: 1) the arming
phase, which begins at the completion of raising the
bow arm and starting to pull the string backward until
the string touches the face, and 2) the sighting phase,
which begins when the string touches the archers face
until release of the arrow. Each participant shot two
rounds, shooting a total of 11-12 arrows. There were
some technical difficulties with a few of the EMG
readings, so we were only able to use 8 shots from
each archer.
The clearest way to evaluate if archery is either a
strength or endurance based sport is to compare the
average muscle activity to the maximum muscle activity recorded during the shot. A strength sport’s results
would have the average muscle activity closer to the
maximum muscle activity, because the shooter would
be using all of their muscle fibers as hard as they can
during the entire time of the shot. Consequently, an
endurance dominant sport would have a much less
average muscle activity when compared to it’s maximum muscle activity because the muscle is trying to
use a minimal amount of strength over time to prevent fatigue.
The average muscle activity compared to maxiArchery Focus

mum muscle activity (see Graphs 1 and 2) shows a substancial increase in muscle activity from the arming
phase to the sighting phase. This can be explained
simply by the draw weight being at maximum during
the aiming phase (at full draw) while during the arming phase, the draw weight is building from a low
value up to that maximum. Most importantly, the
mean muscle activity was substantially lower in both
phases of the shot compared to the maximum muscle
activity. This correlates with the conclusion that
archery is predominately an endurance-based activity
in those muscle groups that we tested.
I found the answer to my question: archery is an
endurance-based sport rather than a strength-based
sport. Perhaps other interested archers and
researchers will ask similar and related questions.
Eventually, we will be able to use this information to
optimize shooter training schedules that will be carefully crafted primarily around muscle endurance. It is
my hope that this new information will advance the
sport of archery by improving training techniques to
continually shoot the perfect shot.

Graph 2
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by Larry Wise
I started shooting archery when I was eight
years old because I wanted to. I was interested in
making arrows fly to a target; I thought it was neat.
No one helped me much other than to buy me a fiberglass bow and a few wooden arrows. Other than that
I was on my own . . . and the neighbors were nervous!
When I was about twelve my dad bought both of
us some better bows and we started shooting with
some of the local guys. We joined a club in the next
county and traveled there to shoot on weekends. We
had a great time but neither of us knew much about
shooting, so we copied others and tried things on our
own hoping to make ourselves better. There was no
coach available and no program to help me or the
adults. The only guide we had was a book called
“Power Archery” by Dave Keaggy. With that bit of
help we kept at it, had fun and got frustrated and kept
shooting because we liked archery and bowhunting.
I elevated my archery interest in 1976 but found
help only from some of the league shooters at the
local club. Again there were no books or coaches to
look to for help and so I struggled through the winter

shooting fingers and then fingers with a clicker. After
that I switched to a release and, thank heavens, started with a two-finger Stanislawski release aid and
taught myself how to shoot it in my front yard. By
luck—dumb luck—I got it right and shot well from
the beginning.
Being an adult and an educator now, I should be
able to teach myself how to do things but what about
our kids? How will they learn? If they have a real
interest and a high skill level, who can guide them to
their highest level of achievement?
Further, what organizations are available to assist
those young archers whose parents are not able to?
Who will help those parents who want to provide
guidance but don’t have the knowledge or skill to do
so? Who is able to help the coaches who need help
with program structure and coaching skills?
Helping kids achieve is important, I know
because I did it for 35 years in a math classroom.
Helping kids achieve in archery is just as important to
me. The following information will help you help
your youth archers improve skill and achieve higher
scores. It will also help you help parents do the same.
Youth Needs

I was privileged to work with this terrific group of junior archers from
Northern Ireland in 2008. They were so excited for the entire two days
that we had to close the range for an hour at lunch so they would take a
rest! Excitement is what it’s all about. Several of these young archers had
special talent and demanded extra attention. I look forward to getting
back to Northern Ireland to work with them again.
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So what do young archers and young athletes need in
order to reach their full potentials? That’s a complicated question because there are a host of concerns
that have to be addressed when dealing with young
student-athletes.
Rule One: Have Fun It took me awhile to learn
this one but with the help of some of my friends I figured out that the first rule of archery is to have fun. If
it isn’t fun then why are you doing it? If you can’t
smile while you are shooting and if you can’t laugh at
yourself at least once every day while you’re training,
then archery will become drudgery—it will become
hard, dull work.
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Your job as a coach or mentor is to be sure that
every archer in your group learns to have fun while
shooting and focusing on the positive is essential to
that. Scheduling games and activities that relieve
stress and promote group togetherness are important
parts of any program that attends to the needs of the
entire individual. Your athletes will thrive when a
variety of activities are in front of them at each practice session. Just shooting arrows at 30 yards every
session isn’t very appealing and doesn’t prepare anyone for much other than shooting lots of arrows.
Inventing new games and new team activities
keeps young archers interested. A fun game I use with
youth groups is the blind-man’s archery team event.
Choose teams of three or four archers, blind-fold the
shooter and have the others direct, without touching
the shooter for an end of five arrows at eight to ten
yards distance. Then switch shooters until each team
member has shot their five arrows. High score wins.
Shooting this game forces the shooter to “feel” his
or her full-draw posture and try to repeat it. The others on the team are learning verbal skills for directing
and should pick up on how to look through the
shooter’s sight to help him or her line up on the target. It’s really fun to watch and referee this event—I
can’t keep from laughing out loud. They must enjoy it,
because they want to play it over and over at subsequent practice sessions.
Be creative; try different games until you find several that interest your group or individual. Keep the
variety and fun level up!
Balance Education With Athletics As a coach or
mentor to a young athlete you have to remember that
they are not just athletes, they are also students. They
are either in junior or senior high school or homeschooled and must maintain a commitment to their
education to protect their future—very few will make
a living in archery.
With that in mind, as their coach you must construct their practice and tournament schedules around
their school commitments. Assignments and testing
at school must take priority over archery practice and
sometimes over tournament participation. Other
times it’s necessary to leave school early, go in late, or
miss a school day to make it to a national level competition but, in general, school should take top priority.
It’s important for the coach/mentor to monitor
school achievement levels. Some young archers will
focus only on archery and forget their education—I
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saw this during my teaching career—and have to be
reminded about what is more important in their lives
and for their future. Some of your archery students
who let their studies lapse will need to have archery
suspended or limited until they readjust their priorities. I know that all of the teachers and coaches at my
school worked together to make this happen and
sometimes it was tough on the kids involved but it
had to happen . . . and did.
Training Schedule Balance and Variety Training is
important, of course, but so is the daily level of training and the variety of activities used during that training. Archery is not just shooting lots of arrows every
day until your arms drop off. In fact, that approach
will produce negative results, wear out muscles, and
result in archer burnout.
As I have written, you have to vary the intensity
of the daily workouts and take some days off. I suggest that you use a schedule that employs a medium
training level on day one, light on day two, heavy on
day three, and rest on day four. Over time this type of
schedule can be used to increase the number of arrows
shot in order to prepare for major tournaments, or it
can be reduced for a maintenance period between
tournaments.
During each training session the activities can
and should be varied. Shooting different distances,
new and different target faces and engaging in team
and individual games is a great way to keep your students interested and focused but still well prepared.
Nutrition Needs You are what you eat! We know
that this is true, so diet must be part of a training program. Some foods and drinks have to be eliminated
and others have to be introduced.
Most, and I do mean most, of my high school
students did not eat breakfast. They got up in the
morning and left home without eating anything at all
or eating the wrong things; I have nothing against
Pop Tarts but that ain’t breakfast!
A simple but nutritious breakfast is essential for
the “standing still” required for archery practice. So is
a good lunch and good things to drink. Soda has to be
eliminated from the diet – it’s just not good for you.
In fact, beer would be better because it has nutritious
elements in it but we don’t do that for kids! You
should provide water and sports drinks for your
archery students before, during and after practice –
keep the body hydrated for any sports activity.
Personality Differences I’ve been reading and
Continued on the Next Page
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studying a golf book entitled “Golf ’s Mental
Hazards” by Alan Shapiro, Ph. D. (Simon & Shuster,
1996). The author outlines six mental hazards that
golfers and all athletes face while practicing and playing their game. The six hazards are:
• Fear of Fear
• Losing Your Cool
• Getting Too Up or Too Down
• Worrying What Others Will Think
• The Need to Be in Control
• Unwillingness to Work
You should read this book or one like it to better
understand what your athletes may be experiencing as
scoring rounds and tournaments approach. I know
you’re not a psychologist, neither am I, but we have to
be informed so we can help our young athletes better
prepare for competition. You may even learn something about yourself and your own shooting.
Once you identify the one or two mental hazards
of a particular student you can construct a training
plan to address their problem. Helping your students
with their mental preparation pays big dividends
when competition starts. The book I mentioned,
“The Mental Hazards of Golf,” gives you some ways
to deal with each type of hazard and I’m sure you’ll
find other books that are very helpful in this regard.
Spend a little time doing research on the mental side
of archery and you’ll be better able to help your student.
Equipment Fitting Fitting a young person with a
bow is crucial to getting their form correctly developed. If the bow doesn’t fit properly they won’t learn
to shoot properly. This is true for compound bows as
well as recurve bows.
Checking the listings for recurve bow lengths
you’ll find overall bow lengths from 56 to 70 inches.
Most manufacturers make most of their target risers
in two lengths, 23 and 25 inches with limbs ranging
in draw weights from 16 to 46 pounds. PSE, I know,
makes three lengths of their X-Pression limbs so that
when matched to their two X-Appeal risers you can
build bows from 64 to 70 inches long. Other manufacturers make similar configurations so that you can
fit your shorter/younger archers to shorter bows and
the taller/older archers to longer bows.
For the younger/smaller archer you can take
advantage of a bow like the PSE Optima that provides
lengths of 56 to 66 inches in draw weights ranging
from 15 to 35 pounds. It is vitally important to get the
length and weight matched to the shooter’s size so
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that they can physically manage the bow, properly
place their bow hand on the riser grip section, and
easily establish proper full-draw position, with a
straight bow arm and their drawing forearm positioned in line with the arrow.
Some guidelines for recurve bow are as follows:
Ages
6-9
10-14 15-Adult
Bow Length
56˝
62˝
64-70˝
Draw Weight 15-20# 20-30# 25-46#
On the compound side, bow lengths vary from 28
to 42 inches and draw weights from 15 to 70 pounds.
The important issue here is not so much the overall
axle-to-axle length but the draw weight. The weight
must be matched to the shooter’s strength so that he
or she can raise the bow to target level and draw the
bow at that level. If the weight is too great then they
will most likely raise one shoulder higher than another to get the bow drawn and thereby compromise
their full-draw position. Proper full-draw position
requires that both shoulders be level and set back and
down.
Concern for the advanced athlete centers around
keeping them in a bow that fits properly so that their
release hand and drawing forearm are always in line
with the arrow when at full draw. As they grow in size
and strength their needs will change and you’ll have
to adjust the bow’s draw weight and draw length.
Many of the compound manufacturers have a bow
model that adjusts from 16 to 26 inches specifically
for growing youths. But, once they get near that 26
inch limit it’s time to move them to a longer axle-toaxle bow and a longer draw length adjustment range.
Also consider how their hand fits the riser grip
section; smaller bows have smaller grips for smaller
hands. A larger hand will need a larger grip section.
Mastering a properly placed bow hand with knuckles
at a 45 degree angle to the riser is difficult for adults
so special attention must be paid to this essential form
element when working with growing youth shooters.
Getting the bow hand position correct is a prerequisite to shooting high scores.
Parental Support Having parental support makes
life easier, however, it comes in various forms, most
are helpful but a few are not. Certainly, having the
parent on your side reinforcing what you are doing
makes you a more effective teacher and coach. We all
want to be effective.
In all the years I taught mathematics I liked having parents who supported my efforts in the classroom by encouraging their sons or daughters to try all
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of the activities, including homework, which my
classroom and subject required. By and large, the
overwhelming majority of parents fit this group.
Coaching archery is a little different. Archery is
not a required subject in school and it demands some
extra financial support from the parent. This puts the
coach in the line of fire sometimes and, so, you have
to forge a partnership, of sorts, in order to get the
right equipment in the hands of their talented youth
archer.
The money may not necessarily be there to buy all
of the latest and best gear exactly when it’s needed.
You may have to buy used or go the “loaner” route for
a while in order to get proper fitting or better functioning equipment in their hands. There’s nothing
wrong with that if it keeps you and the archer focused
on “form first” and scoring second.
Many archers get to thinking far too often that
their equipment is holding them back when really it’s
their form or lack of commitment that is the problem
(I’ve been guilty of this myself at times). Some parents
have too much money to throw at the situation and
greatly enlarge this problem and you, the coach, have
to be a mediator between them and their child, which
is not a good place to be. This is where having a wellestablished and biomechanically sound form model
becomes your friend and parental guiding light. Being
able to visually show the parent what their student-

Having a standard, biomechanically correct form model to teach is
essential to providing guidance to young talent. Not only does it provide the correct form, it helps you guide the parents because you can
always show them where their son or daughter is currently and where
they need to go next with their shooting. This seventeen year old from
Northern Ireland is building good posture and, at the time, hoped to
use it to carry him to the British Team Trials.
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archer needs to improve in his/her form helps you
remain the authority in what needs to be done next in
order to insure continued progress. This approach can
help you get the right equipment into the student’s
hands at the right time.
A different, but just as difficult, problem is the
parent who “knows” how to shoot archery. This is like
the few parents I encountered over the years who,
when their child got home from school, remarks that
“they (the parent) never needed that “fancy math
stuff ” and their child doesn’t need it either.” And in a
few seconds everything you’ve done in eight or ten
weeks in the classroom is totally undermined. In
archery, a parent may simply say that “the coach doesn’t know what he/she is doing because the coach can’t
shoot or never shot any good scores.” Or comments
like “a bent bow arm works for the parent and shooting with a straight bow arm is stupid.”
The answer to dealing with those kinds of comments or influence is, once again, to teach a proven
form model. You need to be teaching the form model
promoted by the National Field Archery Association
(NFAA), USA Archery (USAA), and the Archery
Shooters Association (ASA) through their
Community Coaches Course. The B.E.S.T.
(Biomechanically Efficient Shooting Technique)
methods for compound and for recurve give you the
right model to teach and use to justify what you are
asking your students to do. When I was teaching
math I had the proven laws and theorems of mathematics to guide me; in archery I have the proven
shooting form models taught in the Community
Coach Certification Program. With a proven form
model you are never out on a limb having to resort to
saying “Do it because I say so.” Instead, you always
have valid reason based on what the human body can
and cannot do; it’s science-based and not something
you made up.
Tournament Prep All of our archery students need
help preparing for tournaments but those young
archers who have that extra spark and extra talent will
need to pay attention to even smaller details. When
your other students reach that level, they too will have
to become a little more detail oriented. The adage,
“Plan your work and then work your plan” has to be
the motto for any good shooter, young or old.
This is where a student-kept notebook is essential. Kids forget things and are less organized than
most adults (Yeah, I know there are exceptions, boy,
Continued on the Next Page
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do I know there are exceptions.) so requiring them to
keep a notebook helps the learning process and builds
self reliance.
Being thorough during the weeks and months
leading up to a major tournament will greatly enhance
your special archer’s success rate. Paying attention to
and organizing their practice schedule, types of practice activities, frequency of practice, rest days, equipment preparation and exercise routine can be
monitored with a notebook. I will provide guidance
for doing that in a subsequent article “Tournament
Preparation and Evaluation.” You will have to make
some adjustments to those guidelines to make them
age-appropriate, but they will be very helpful.
Support During the Tournament Shooting tournaments presents new and immediate problems that
don’t arise during practice. Extreme nervousness, misplaced or forgotten accessories, score keeping errors
and “unexplained” missed arrows are just a few of the
issues that arise during the tournament and you, the
coach, have to solve them. Now!
Preparation heads off most of these issues but not
all of them. Broken or loosened bow parts, cracked
nocks, and disappointment have to be handled immediately. How you do so will convey either calmness or
panic to your student—I vote for calmness on your
part. Even if you can’t completely solve the problem
you must convey calm and confidence so your student
remains relatively calm and a little confident when he/she
resumes shooting.
Your younger shooters, ages
9 to 14, will usually need the
most attention and close supervision. By the time they reach the
age of 15 or 16 they should have
become much more self-reliant.
My favorite archery event is
field shooting and when my son
or daughter went with me to the
NFAA Outdoor Nationals I
knew they would have to be totally self-sufficient
when they went out on the course because I would be
shooting with the professionals on a different course
and would be hard to find if they had a problem. My
daughter Jennifer learned to do this by the age of 15
while my son Todd needed to be ready at the age of
ten when we went to England for the World Field
Championships. I’m thankful that our preparation
paid off and they didn’t have any emergencies during

their daily excursions on the field courses. Handling
yourself on a field course for five consecutive days is a
major accomplishment for any youngster; I was certainly impressed by my own kids . . . and thankful.
Post Tournament Support Sometimes you’ll have
to lend a shoulder for one of your students to cry on
but usually after a tournament you’ll need to have an
open and honest discussion about the results. Your
students need to make a few notes about their score,
place of finish, and some feelings they might be having. Most importantly they need to evaluate how they
shot – not the score but how they executed.
How they executed or how they perceive their
shot execution provides the basis for their practice
over the next few weeks and months. Execution flaws,
perceived or actual, must be remediated and that goes
into the practice plan you make with them.
USA Archery’s JOAD Program

The best place to go for youth archery development is
the Junior Olympic Archery Development program
within the USA Archery organization (formerly the
NAA). The JOAD program is designed to channel
young archers, aged 8 to 20, into competitive avenues
and provide the structure for them to compete against
others of their age level and at age-appropriate distances. It’s a local club program and maybe there is
one near you or maybe you can establish one.
I interviewed Diane Watson,
National JOAD Coordinator for
USA Archery, to gain insight
into several important topics.
She was able to provide some
guidelines for deciding at what
age and for what reasons the
recurve/compound
decision
should be made. She also
informed me how shooting distance plays a role in this decision
and, also, where parents and
coaches can get support.
The biggest and most important question regarding your young archers is what style they should
shoot, recurve/fingers or compound/release. Typically
I recommend that parents start their really young
kids, ages 3-8, with a recurve bow and two or three
arrows. The purpose here is to just have fun shooting
a few arrows because their attention span is so short
that doing more is not always feasible or desirable.
Once they grow into more serious archers at ages 8

“Your younger shooters,
ages 9 to 14, will usually
need the most attention
and close supervision. By
the time they reach the
age of 15 or 16 they
should have become
much more self-reliant.”
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through 10 a decision should
be made regarding what
style they want to pursue.
Diane
recommends
that a discussion with the
student about a long-term
dream or goal can be the
decision maker. She says,
“Typically, JOAD youth
express an interest in either
winning an Olympic medal
with the recurve or winning
World
Championships
with a compound. That
guides them into a bow
style and the next level of
competition.” Diane goes
on to say “Sometimes distance plays a role in the
decision because some
youths can only reach the
longer distance for their age group with a compound
bow. In these cases, the student can develop the necessary mental and physical competition skills with a
compound and switch back to a recurve when their
strength level allows.” A final thought from Diane is
“some young archers are just more comfortable with
one style versus the other.” I agree with that because
if they are comfortable they will enjoy archery more
and stay interested.
If you want more information about JOAD
and/or a JOAD Handbook see www.teamusa.org/
USA-Archery/Programs/Junior-Olympic-ArcheryDevelopment.aspx. You can also use www.usarchery
.org to search for more information about other programs available.
NFAA’s ASAP Program

The NFAA has the After School Archery Program
(ASAP) available and you may be able to find one or
start one in your area. This program also supports
both recurve/fingers and compound/release shooting
styles. Contact the NFAA at www.fieldarchery.com
or call 605.260.9279 for more information.

Cindy coaches the JOAD group at Middletown
Archery Club. She has a wealth of experience and I
asked her to share some of it for this article. (You can
access the club’s web site at www.middletownarchery.com).
My first question for dealing with a talented
youth archer was “how do you recognize one”? So I
asked Cindy that question. She answered, “I believe
that if an archer comes with the ability to learn and
listen that is half the battle. After watching how an
archer shoots you can see their form and their willingness to make changes and how to make them a
champion.” Most importantly here she adds “you can
recognize a talented archer by the way they respond to
your coaching.” I agree with that; you know talented
students by how good their “ears” are!
That wasn’t my only question:
Q2 What special practice do you set for them compared to others?
Cindy I would set up a schedule based on their
lifestyle: school, homework and other commitments.
I would sit down with them and arrange a calendar of
practice times and tournaments. Then we would plan
how much time to spend on each area of training.

A Voice of Experience

Cindy Bevilacqua of Media, Pennsylvania has been a
long time JOAD archery coach. We met at the Lake
Placid Olympic Training Center while working with
our mentor Bud Fowkes, who taught us so much.
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Q3 How involved are the parents?
Cindy The parents are very involved with high-level
elite archers. First they provide the financial support
Continued on the Next Page
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that includes equipment, coaching, practice, and
transportation. The parents need to listen to what the
archer is saying and understand that communication
has to be positive and then they must provide positive
reinforcement and listening support for those times
when the archer is so hard on him/herself and needs
to be motivated into new thought patterns.
Q3 What about the financial commitment? How
much is it?
Cindy Of course, there is always a financial commitment and the more skilled the archer is, the more it
seems that the financial commitment just keeps getting higher and higher. However, the archer could
contact archery manufacturers to see if they might
qualify as a staff shooter or to request discounted
rates. You are looking at thousands of dollars when
you put the whole coaching-equipment-travel package together.
Q3 What about extra coaching time?
Cindy I usually see archers at least once a week or
every other week for a coaching session besides being
involved in their target league and JOAD shooting.
The archer will shoot four to five times a week for
practice on their own if they aren’t committed to a
league.
Q3 What about travel time?
Cindy This goes along with the archer’s tournament
schedule and where your travel might take you. You

Cindy Bevilauqua working with a young archer.

have to factor in how far away the shoot is and then
decide if you’re driving or flying. It’s always best to get
there one day ahead of the tournament just in case
things don’t run smoothly.
Q3 Do you always travel with them? What about
costs?
Cindy This can be either yes or no. I feel that sometimes you do need to be there as a coach to provide
support. I also think it depends on the caliber of tournament as to whether or not you go along. For some
smaller local shoots it might be best to let them go on
their own to get used to you not always being there.
And then I think you should discuss it with your
archer(s) so they can have some input. They may feel
more comfortable just knowing that you are standing
in the back watching and supporting them. One
should get their expenses paid for and if you are
coaching more than one archer then the cost should
be shared equally.
Q3 Who does the equipment preparation and tuning?
Cindy I do the equipment tuning and prep work but
I try to teach the archer what I’m doing so they can
start doing it for themselves. That’s the best way for
me to see what will work best for arrow grouping.

A great game to play centers around a team of three for four archers
with the shooter being blind-folded. Helping your “blind” team mate
hit the target through verbal communications only is a real challenge.
It teaches them to choose words carefully, to appreciate how much we
rely on our vision and it shows the challenges real blind people face
daily. The more gifted archers will be very quick at repeating their
body position and feeling it at full draw.
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Q3 What single ingredient do your best archer’s
have?
Cindy The elite youth archer has the dedication and
the drive to be the best and will set their own goals to
make that achievement a reality.
Archery Focus

Devising group games for young archers accomplishes several objectives. First it keeps these young archers excited. Second, they learn to
rely on and help each other through good shots and bad. And thirdly,
they build group unity which prepares them for when they travel
together to an “away game.”

just as teaching them mathematics was not always
easy. Most of them don’t know a lot and you have to
be aware of that and have the patience and willingness
to go the distance with them at their pace. Cindy
Bevilacqua does that with her athletes and has
enjoyed sharing great success with them over the
years.
Planning schedules, teaching a substantiated
form model, and communication are the keys to success when working with young and talented athletes.
Spending time on all of them will make your program
better. I hope the insights provided here are helpful
for your efforts with young athletes.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry

I sincerely thanked Cindy for providing such great
information about her experience with talented youth
archers and wish her and her JOAD group the best
this year.
Conclusion

I have found that coaching young athletes is not easy,

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Finding the
Perfect Fit
Getting a Handle on Sizing Up Hand-held Release Aids
by Forrest Carter
Archers, of course, are always trying to find have worked with. All of this adds up to a release
out how to make their shot more repeatable and aid that is accurate and repeatable enough for target
consistent. More and more target archers, as well as archery, but still lends itself to hunting situations
bowhunters, are being attracted to the advantages of where it is sometimes necessary to time a shot.
a hand-held, thumb trigger style of release aid.
When used properly, the anchor point of a hand- Release Fitting
held release provides a much more consistent Now that you know the advantages of a hand-held
anchor position than do the more common index thumb trigger model, how do you go about choosfinger releases. Splitting knuckles of your index and ing one? If you want to purchase a bow, most of the
middle fingers with your
time we are able to walk
jawbone provides a posiright into our local dealer
tive reference point that
and test a bow off the
allows you to be able to
shelf for fit and function.
repeat shots by a combiWhen it comes to high
nation of feel and muscle
end hand-held releases
memory of the draw
however, there doesn’t
length of the bow.
seem to be very many
Multiply that reference
dealers who stock them
point with a peep sight
and even fewer willing to
and proper placement of
pull them out of the
your nose on the string
package for the customer
and you have a three
to try out. This leads
point reference system for
potential release conoutstanding shot repeatasumer on a quest for secHandhelds make fine hunting release aids, too. But the fitting critebility. A thumb trigger ria are different. Target archers don’t wear gloves but hunters often ondhand knowledge on
model also promotes do so you have to allow room for them. Take your gloves with you what to purchase, and
when shopping.
more of an unanticipated
often this task can be
shot, or in other words, archers will be less apt to somewhat confusing. Being a part of Carter
“punch” the trigger if . . . if they use the release cor- Enterprises for the last fourteen years has allowed
rectly. While not a triggerless/“back tension” me to discuss the topic with thousands of archers
release, a thumb trigger can help the archer to and it will be my pleasure to share my findings with
become much more consistent in his shot execution you.
with back tension. A short amount of time working
Starting the search these days usually begins
with a thumb trigger release has been known to with the company’s website. With most people
increase accuracy and skill in most of the archers I today receiving most of their information from the
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Another choice to
Internet, a quick search
make is whether to go
will usually turn up severwith a straight or curved
al pages of information to
handle. If the handle is
sift through. Going to our
slightly curved it tends to
website, www.carterenterspread the fingers apart a
prises.com, for example,
little wider, especially on
will give you nineteen
a four finger model. A
different
hand-held
three finger release is not
releases to choose from.
as critical in most cases as
Some of those models
a four finger release. A
have different handle
straighter handle tends to
configurations (three of
be a more universal fit,
four finger, for example)
allowing comfortable fingiving you a total of
ger placement and spactwenty-six
hand-held
ing for small, medium,
releases alone to sift
Releases with closed finger holes are harder to drop but they also
might not fit archers with large fingers as well.
and large hands.
through and study. How
Most hand-held release manufacturers have
does one make an informed choice without being
some sort of explanation in their product descripable to feel and see them in person?
That’s where I come in. I receive many phone tions whether the release is meant for small, medicalls and emails every day on just this subject. The um, or large hands. While it can be difficult to find
first choice that an archer must make is what the a dealer that stocks them in order to feel them and
primary purpose of the release will be. Some hand- try them out, there are some other possible alternaheld releases lend themselves more to being used tives.
These same criteria apply to target archers
hunting, while other designs (often more compli(obviously not the bulky gloves issue) and target
cated) lend themselves more to target shooting.
Since the hunting market is larger, I will start archers are almost always on the prowl for release
there. Since I work at Carter Enterprises, it would aid information, especially if it is first hand. Local
be easiest for me to give a list of our releases to look archery dealers usually have some sort of league at
at; however I will keep this about releases in gener- which some target archers practice and compete.
al as much as possible and not the brand. A hunting (For you bowhunters, those are the guys with the
hand-held release should be easy to operate, simple fancy colored target bows.) These archers usually
to adjust and not limit glove use. Some hand-held have some hand-held releases they will let you try
releases use a finger hole to add security in case of (if you ask politely), which can at least give you an
dropping the release and aiding in consistent finger idea of the sizes of various releases. Getting a fit
placement. If you are wearing thick gloves I would where the hand can relax in the release is critical,
recommend something without a finger hole as it which is why you will want to “try before you buy.”
may make for a very tight fit or even make wearing (Yes, I said relax your hand. The muscles used to
those gloves impossible. I also recommend looking hold your fingers on the release are in the upper
closely at the finger groove spacing and indentation. forearm, not in the hand.)
While tall, deep finger grooves may provide consistent placement, they can also be tight with gloves. If Release Finding
the finger grooves are very small and pronounced it If you have the time to spend, consider driving to a
may be a tight fit. If there is adequate space and national level archery tournament to view various
pronounced grooves, it gives the archer the best of manufacturer’s products, even if you don’t compete.
both worlds of consistent finger placement and ade- Most of the national level Field, FITA/WA, and 3quate fit. If you are using the release for target D shoots have vendor booths set up where dealers
shooting, then finding a precise fit of finger grooves and manufacturers show and sell their wares. At
and finger holes can be addressed. This information these booths you will usually find very helpful peois best to contact the manufacturer for more detail.
Continued on the Next Page
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ple and products to try.
Most will usually have
discounts and “show specials” as well.
Finally, if you purchase a hand-held release
aid and it doesn’t fit for
you, it doesn’t mean you
are “out of luck” and
forced to live with your
purchase. Most of the
larger hand-held release
manufacturers have good
customer service and are
willing to make an
exchange for a small
restocking fee and shipping charges provided
Releases often come in curved and straight handled models. The
that the release is not straight handle is more of a universal fit, but do try the curved handle model to see if you prefer one like that. Always try before you buy.
abused or tampered with.
Contacting the manufacturer directly will usually
get you on your way to resolving the issue.
Internet chat rooms and forums are also a great
way to contact other archers to get “user informa-

tion” on releases and
make trades. There are
lots of options available
to archers willing to do a
little research.
The benefit of this is
once you find the handheld release that fits your
hand the best and allows
you the greatest forgiveness and consistency, your
entire shot sequence
improves and you become
more accurate. Shooting
a bow and arrow is much
more fun once you find
the perfect fit.

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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New from WAF!

Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

Available from Amazon.com and Soon from
www.ArcheryEducationResources.com

Shooting
in the Now
by Steve Ruis
I have been trying to fill in the gaps in my own
education as an archery coach and occasionally something clicks (Ah ha!) and I finally see the whole picture. My most recent epiphany involves the
admonition that one is best served by having a shot
sequence to give “something to occupy the conscious
mind.” This conflicted with another bit of coaching
wisdom that “one practices consciously and performs
unconsciously.”
It seems to me that the real need is for archers to
function in the “now,” that is to be focused on what it
is they are doing right at any particular moment and
on nothing else. The real issue is “on what must we
focus to shoot a consistent, excellent shot?” This is the
true role of the shot sequence, not some distraction
for one’s conscious mind. I will explain.
What brought all of this to mind was a practice I
was having with my team (University of Chicago
Archery Team), the vast majority of whom are newbies (the academic year has just begun and archery is
popular one again, so lots of new
faces). The newbies were learning to shoot recurve barebow and
struggling somewhat. Part of
that struggle was things that
were happening “off schedule.”
For example, an archer at full
draw shuffling her feet, another
at full draw trying to adjust his
bow hand position.
On the way home from that
practice, for reasons I do not know, a memory popped
into my head of a study of the mental differences
between amateur and professional musicians. The primary difference, apparently, has to do with how far
“ahead” of their performance they were reading the
music. Basically, a musician cannot focus on what
they are doing “now” because they have to prepare for

the transition to the next note to be played, and the
next. So musicians “read ahead” several notes. If one
doesn’t read far enough ahead, one trips and doesn’t
make it to a subsequent note. If one reads too far
ahead, one loses focus on what and how they are playing “now.” A scientific study was done to track the
eyes of musicians as they read a score and played it. I
do not remember the exact results but I remember
how close the performance of amateurs was to professionals. If amateurs read four notes ahead, for example, the professionals read five, something like that.
There are other differences between those two groups
but this is the one pertinent to this discussion.
To take the analogy between a violinist’s bow and
an archer’s bow a bit farther (I have a student who is
a violinist, which may be the cause of the memory
link mentioned above.), a musician dissects a piece of
music in preparation to play it. The first thing they
need to know what notes are played when. Basically
this is the “sequence” of the music and in my mind,
this corresponds to our shot
sequence.
But this is not just a matter
of GFEDCBA notes, but
includes details such as some of
those notes are whole notes, others are half notes, or quarter
notes and other fractions. Some
groups of notes are simultaneous
(chords), etc. This corresponds,
again in my mind, to the “substeps” in each step of the shot sequence. The shot element of “nock an arrow” includes details of where to
nock the arrow and with what sound (“click”), with
which orientation of the vanes, and where on the
arrow rest it is to be placea and if a clicker is used. . .
. All of these details are part of the sequence and must
be at least listed as things to be done in sequence, oth-

“The basic shot sequence
usually recommended is
not gospel. One could
nock an arrow before
taking one’s stance, but
there are dangers in
doing so.”
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erwise they cannot be mastered.
Each of the elements of one’s shot sequence,
including the sub-elelments (and sub-sub-elements?)
must be focused on in turn, otherwise something
could be done incorrectly or out of sequence. The
basic shot sequence usually recommended is not
gospel. One could nock an arrow before taking one’s
stance, but there are dangers in doing so. (Someone
nocking an arrow while walking to the line would
make me nervous, I expect you, too.) Some elements
have required antecedents (drawing needs to come
before loosing, for example) and others do not. So, a
sequence must be built (the sheet music for a shot isn’t
a given) and then detailed so a list of items, a complete list, can be the basis for focusing in “the now” on
one’s shot.
A key element in learning this is what I call the
rule of discipline: If anything—mental or physical,
anything at all—intrudes from a prior step or from
outside the shot, you must let
down and start over. This is the
core practice for creating “dedicated practice” which maximizes
progress and learning. No mistake goes uncorrected. No bad
shots are willingly taken.
My team members were
struggling because they hadn’t
yet developed the music of their
shot. They hadn’t yet listed all of
the notes to be played in
sequence and mastered that
sequence. Only when that has been done, can the
rhythm of the shot be found (interestingly a musician’s metronome can help archers as it helps musicians) and the shot becomes complete.
And that is just the beginning: the shot has been
found and and then needs to be “owned,” and then if
there is an intense desire to achieve in archery, mastered. Just as an amateur musician can learn a piece of
music, it may take years of playing it to even discover
some of the nuances that show up when a professional plays that same piece.
Archers must focus on what they are doing right
now while shooting. They do not need to read ahead
because the transition to the next item on the list isn’t
a focus. The sequence of what follows what becomes
subconsciously driven. When done correctly there is
no need for conscious thought through the shot, and
the focus on what was happening at each instant
allows archers to break off the process (let down)

when something isn’t quite right and to re-play the
entire shot from memory immediately after a shot, an
essential element of being able to troubleshoot and
adjust one’s performance from shot to shot.
But Wait, There’s More!

Once an archer has “scored” his shot, that is described
what happens and when, then serious practice can
begin. While a coach can see deviations from the
archer’s shot when he or she makes a mistake, only
the archer can feel or discern the really subtle aspects
of the shot.
Like a musician who has learned to play a particular piece of music, by playing it repetitively and making small alterations (very small) they can discover
nuances of which they were previously unaware.
I remember seeing a piano master class on a PBS
program in which an extremely good amateur pianist
was receiving instruction from a master teacher. A
small segment of a quite difficult
piece was played through several
times and subtle differences in
the quality of the piece could be
heard as the teacher made suggestions. Then the teacher asked
the student to replay the same
segment but this time play it
from the viewpoint that the
composer was “right” to have
composed the music the way he
did. The music changed and was
better and I have no idea what
the pianist did to make it so. (I do not know that the
pianist did, either.)
As in music, in an archer’s shot there are subtleties that are not readily observable, yet which need
to be explored. The way we do that is with repetition,
but shooting one’s shot over and over as a dull exercise will get you nowhere. There must be a focus on
the shot that allows the archer to feel or sense what is
minutely different. This is not usually a subject for
conscious analysis, but more of feel and desire. If one
feels an improved shot, the desire to keep shooting
that way should seal the deal. Stopping to analyze
what happened will probably interupt the process,
causing what was felt to be lost. In this phase, analysis is reserved for shots that didn’t feel right at all or
which did not group with the other arrows.
I have an archer in this phase right now. He has
rebuilt his shot from the one he originally had and has

“If one feels an improved
shot, the desire to keep
shooting that way should
seal the deal. Stopping to
analyze what happened
will probably interupt the
process, causing what
was felt to be lost.”
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“Once your students have
‘found their shot,’ the real
work begins to see if they
can make it to the next
level and if they do that,
then they will be prepared to see what they
can learn then.”

a much more solid foundation.
Now that shot has to be taken to
a whole new level through repetition and focus. Since we are
going into indoor season, he will
be shooting a large number of
three arrow groups at three spot
targets during practice (with a
pause/rest between each three to
simulate the break between
ends). The goals are to refine his
list of the reasons shots which
don’t group occur, to determine the typical sizes of his
groups when he is having a very good day and when
he is having an “off ” day. Having established what the
“good day” and “off day” norms are, then we can
explore whether something that can be found to boost
“off day” performances toward “on day” performances.
Repetition of this heavy sort, is not advised for
archers who haven’t learned their shot. You must learn
it, then own it. High volume shooting before one’s
shot is learned is inefficient. (Yes, it will work but why
should one shoot large numbers of wrong shots in
order to find one’s right shot? It is far more efficient
to find the right shot, then learn it in intimate detail
through repetition.)

Imagine a musician having
heard a piece of music trying to
play it from memory. Let’s see it
went something like this . . . no,
that isn’t quite right, maybe
something more like this . . . etc.
They may, through a great deal
of work, recreate the piece from
memory, then once they got it
right, they could learn the subtle
nuances, like the pianist taking
the master class, through repetition and focus. But wouldn’t it make more sense to
just buy the sheet music, learn to play it correctly in
just a little time and then proceed? Is there any value
in fumbling around rediscovering the original piece?
The analogy breaks down a bit here because no
archer has a preordained shot. Each archer’s shot is
unique, plus it does change from time to time. So, we
can’t just go a a store and buy the “sheet music” for our
archer’s shots. But a solid shot sequence is a close
approximation of the correct “music” and working
with a good coach can help an archer discover his/her
shot in relatively little time. In my archer’s case, I took
his old bow away and gave him a new bow with about
ten pounds less draw. We worked to get his shot on a

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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sound foundation (including
writing out his entire shot
sequence). Once we felt we had a
strong shot going, we cranked
that bow up, eventually switched
limbs and got him back near the
draw weight he had originally.
That took about six months
(essentially one whole indoor
season). We took another six
months refining his shot for outdoor competition and now we
are in the next phase as described above.
There are many indicators that it takes about
eight years or 10,000 hours of practice at a minimum
to reach elite levels. This is with “dedicated practice,”
not just logging time. I have seen archers do this in
less time, but then that may be due to relatively lower
levels of competition. Consider the arc of Brady
Ellison’s career. He made the 2008 Olympic team at
the age of a few months shy of being 20. He didn’t do
as well as he would have liked or as was expected, but
he was clearly one of the top three male Olympic
Recurve archers in this country. But since he didn’t
meet his goals, he spent the next four years deeply

engaged in international competition (and, of course, a great deal
of “practice”). It was only at those
high levels of competition that
the nuances of his shooting
became evident and which could
then be mastered and Mr.
Ellison became the No. 1 ranked
male Olympic Recurve archer in
the world while rewriting the
record books in his category.
Reaching elite levels doesn’t
mean dominating at elite levels; there is much to learn
at each stage. Fumbling around to find one’s shot does
not in any way supply an advantage to acher. Help
your students “score” their shot (in the sense a piece of
music is “scored”). Once they have “found their shot,”
the real work begins to see if they can make it to the
next level and if they do that, then they will be prepared to see what they can learn then.

“Having established what
the ‘good day’ and ‘off
day’ norms are, then we
can explore whether
something that can be
found to boost ‘off day”
performances toward ‘on
day’ performances.”

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches #15

Helping
Them with Pin Sights
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
A great many young archers elect to use a pin at another point changes the elevation. (Ta da!)
sight, often because that is what Mom or Dad shoots
and they had one to “hand down.” Last time we Getting Ready
addressed how to teach your students how to use a As with the target sight, pin sights need to be
sight, focusing first on “target sights.” This time we installed. As a first approximation, the pins should
will focus on pin sights and about the sighting in pro- form a vertical line (when the bow is held vertically)
and that line should be directly behind the bowstring
cedure.
Be aware, though, that some of your students may when viewed from behind and the string is lined up
feel left out in that they do not have a sight to learn on the centerline of the bow.
from. This isn’t a problem, though, if you acquire
ahead of time some foam backed tape and some dress Learning to Use a Pin Sight
makers pins (see photo). Cut the foam tape into 5-6˝ This procedure is almost identical to that for the target sight, so review the
pieces and stick a pin sideprevious article for that
ways through the foam
procedure. It can help to
(see photo again). For
move all but the top pin
those wanting to try a
sight, peel one side off of
down and out of the way
the foam and press it along
but if this is a complicated
the back of the student’s
process, skip it.
bow’s sight window. The
Shooting with a pin
head of the pin should
sight can be confusing.
stick out into the sight
Many archers make the
window (if it doesn’t, take
mistake of “using the
it out and stick it into the
wrong pin” to aim with, so
other edge!).
some practice is required
This, then, becomes a
to use them well. If the
bow sight with the pin
distance being shot correhead being the aperture.
sponds to one of the disMoving the pin in and out
tances of a pin, you just
where it is makes windage
line up the head of that
adjustment. Pulling the pin If you want to explore bow sights with your whole class with any bows, pin on to the center of the
out and sticking it back in you can’t beat foam tape and bead headed pin sights (pun intended). target when at full draw. If
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the distance is between pins, you have
ing to the shortest and
to “interpolate.” If the target is at 25
longest distances is an advanyards and you have your pins set for 10,
tage, but sometimes this is not
20, 30 yards, for example, you need to
possible. Planning out what disline the center of the target with “half
tances are needed is something to do
way” between the 20 and 30 yard pins.
when “sighting in.”
If it is 24 yards, then sight a tiny bit
Sighting In a Pin Sight
closer to the 20 yard pin from half way.
The procedure for setting the pins to
Imagination is required (see diagram at
correspond to distances is exactly the
right)!
same as for the target sight except that
If you are over the distance of your
with the target sight the aperture pin is
highest pin, you may have to “stack
moved to new positions for each disyour pins.” For example, if shooting 40
tance, where with a pin sight you move
yards with a 30 yard (maximum diseach pin to its own location.
tance) pin, you set your “stack” of pins
Sighting in is simple, but there is a
so that the 20 yard pin is on the center
great deal of tinkering involved. The
of the target. Then you look to see
procedure for “sighting in” (assigning
where the 30 yard pin is on the target
Here are a series of pin placements that
(representing ten yards high), that pro- correspond to the distances of the targets sight aperture positions to all (or most)
(left). See if you can see that these
distances to be shot) is:
vides an aiming spot (a point of aim!)
work.
1. Start up close to the target (10
to place the 30 yard pin when shooting
yards) so you won’t miss. The aperture being set
the 40 yard target. This is called “stacking your pins.
will be high on the sight bar (typically the top pin
Again, imagination . . . and practice are required (see
in the stack set near the top of its enclosure).
diagram next page).
Using best shooting form, three or more arrows
It should be obvious that having pins correspond-

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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are shot aiming dead center at
If you find a sight mark for 30 yards
the target. Obviously, if the
and then one for 20 yards, the sight
first shot misses the target altomark for 25 yards will be very close to
gether an adjustment is in order!)
(but not exactly) halfway in between.
And if the arrows don’t form a
Most people get 4-5 sight marks and
group, it is a “do over.”
then interpolate the rest.
2. Make adjustments according to the
Peep Sights Increase Accuracy Peep
following scheme: (all orientations
sights increase accuracy, not simply
are from the viewpoint of the archer
because they allow archers to look right
behind the bow)
through the string! When at full draw,
a. If the group hit high, move the
the circular hole in the peep sight is
aperture higher.
visually aligned with the circular housb. If the group hit low, move the
ing of the circular pin guard on a pin
aperture lower.
sight (if there is one) resulting in conc. If the group hit left, move the
sistent alignment of the sight (and
aperture to the left.
hence bow) with the archer’s line of
If your farthest pin is set for 50 meters
d. If the group hit right, move and you have a target at 60 meters, set sight. Peep sights are not allowed in all
your 50 yard pin on the center and
the aperture to the right.
styles, e.g. Olympic style archery does
note the position of the 40 meter pin.
The rule of thumb is: the aperture It shows a POA that you can put your not allow peep sights.
follows the arrows. (This can be con- 50 meter pin on for that 60 meter tarAlso see Simple Maintenance for
fusing as this is exactly backward get. This is called “stacking your pins.” Archery by Ruth Rowe and Alan
from what POA shooting calls for, so be patient.) Anderson for more help.
3. Repeat for the other distances, adding the next pin
below to the stack for each increment of distance.
Some Fine Points

Be aware it is not necessary to sight in every distance.

If you look at any stack of pins what you will see is

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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that the top two are closer together than any of the
others. Plus the gap between pins 2 and 3 is smaller
than between 3 and 4, which is smaller than the gap
between pins 4 and 5 (see diagrams at left). The reason
for this is that shot arrows are continuously slowing
down (due to aerodynamic drag). The arrow is at its
fastest just as it leaves the bow and the farther it goes
the slower it goes. So the time it takes to get from 10
to 20 yards/meters is less than from 20 to 30
yards/meters. Since gravity is acting continuously and
constantly the arrow falls farther between 20 and 30
than it did between 10 and 20, so the bow must be
held a tiny bit higher for the longer shot, and so forth.
The key point, Coach, is if a student’s pin stack
doesn’t look like that, there is something wrong. If
one of the gaps toward the bottom of the stack is
smaller than one above it, there is something wrong.
And nothing is more frustrating to a student to be
shooting good shots and having them land in the
wrong place because their sight setting is wrong.
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There is a diagram that can be used to
check a pin stacks spacings. Here it is (below).
You just hold up the stack (vertically) to the array
of lines and you should be able to find a spot where all
of the pin “heads” land on the line corresponding to
its distance. If one of them doesn’t while the others
do, then that one is a problem and needs to be
rechecked.
In Conclusion

If you find yourself having to coach students using pin
sights and you have never used one, you are in a bad
place. Borrow a sight (or buy an old one on eBay) and
set it up on your bow. You will find the experience
helpful. If you don’t have time to do that, remember
the foam tape and pin.
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How to Use and
“Sight In” a Pin Sight
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
So, you have chosen a pin sight as your bow
sight. Cool! Here’s what you need to do to get it
working for you.
Getting Ready

As with the target sight, pin sights need to be
installed. As a first approximation, the pin’s tips
should form a vertical line (when the bow is held
vertically) and that line should be directly behind
the bowstring when viewed from behind and the
string is lined up on the centerline of the bow. So,
consult the installation instructions that came
with your sight and get it attached to your bow
and set up near to what was just described.

This GWS Strike Force 3 pin sight is an affordable sight which has
fiber optic pins that glow in different colors.

Learning to Use a Pin Sight

This procedure is almost identical to that for the
target sight, so review the previous article for that
procedure. It can help to move all but the top pin
down and out of the way but if this is a compli50

cated process, skip it.
Shooting with a pin sight can be confusing.
Many archers make the mistake of “using the
wrong pin” to aim with, so some practice is
required to use one well. Basically, if the distance
being shot corresponds to one of the distances of
a pin, you just line up the head of that pin onto
the center of the target when at full draw and then
complete the shot. If the distance is between pins,
you have to “interpolate,” which is just a fancy
name for splitting up the gap between the pins.
So, for example, if you had a top pin set for 10
yards and the next
pin down was set for
20 yards, where
would 15 yards be?
That’s right, half way
between the two pins
so the center of the
target gets lined up
with an imaginary
point
half
way
between the two
pins.
If the target is at
16 yards, then sight a
tiny bit closer to the
20 yard pin from half
way. Imagination is
required (see graphic)!
Here are a series of pin placements that correspond to the distances of the
targets (left). See if you can see that these work.
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Another source
of confusion comes
when you are over the
distance of your
highest pin. In that
case you may have to
“stack your pins.” For
example, if shooting
40 yards with a 30
yard (maximum distance) pin, you set
your “stack” of pins so
that the 20 yard pin
is on the center of the
target (yep, the 20!).
Then you look to see
where the 30 yard pin If your farthest pin is set for 50 meters
you have a target at 60 meters,
is on the target. That setand
your 50 yard pin on the center and
spot provides an aim- note the position of the 40 meter pin.
shows a POA that you can put your
ing spot (a point of It 50
meter pin on for that 60 meter
aim!) to place the 30 target. This is called “stacking your
pins.”
yard pin when shooting the 40 yard target. This is called “stacking
your pins.” Again, imagination . . . and practice
are required. This only works when you are a little
way over your highest distance, don’t go crazy
with this (see diagram).
It should be obvious that having pins corresponding to the shortest and longest distances is
an advantage, but sometimes this is not possible.
Planning out what distances are needed is something to do when “sighting in.”
Sighting In a Pin Sight

The procedure for setting the pins to correspond
to distances is exactly the same as for the target
sight except that with target sights the aperture
pin is moved to new positions for each distance,
where with a pin sight you use a separate pin to its
own location. It is good to use easy numbers like
10, 20, 30 or 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 because you may
have to guess where distances are between the
pins and if the pins are set at 9, 17, and 23 yards,
where the heck is 19 or 28, for Pete’s sake? Do
yourself a favor and use distances that are multiples of 5 or 10 yards. A common pin stack for
adults is 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 yards. This works
well for field archery. If you only have four distances to shoot, as in target archery, just use on
pin for each distance.
“Sighting in,” the process of getting the pins
Archery Focus

in the right positions for those distances,
is simple, but there is a great deal of tinkering involved. The procedure for sighting in your pin sight is:
1. Start up close to the target (10 yards) so you
won’t miss. The pin being set will typically be
the top pin in the stack which is set near the
top of its enclosure). Using your best shooting
form, three or more arrows are shot aiming
dead center at the target. Obviously, if you
miss the target altogether an adjustment is in
order! And if the arrows don’t form a group, it
is a “do over.”
2. Make adjustments according to the following
scheme: (all orientations are from the viewpoint of the archer behind the bow)
a. If the group hit high, move the pin higher.
b.If the group hit low, move the pin lower.
c. If the group hit left, move the pin to the
left.
d.If the group hit right, move the pin to the
right.
The rule of thumb is:
the aperture follows the
arrows. (You may need to
consult the directions for
your sight as to how the
pins are to be moved.
Also, this can be confusIf your sight has a circuing as this procedure is lar housing acting as a
exactly backward from “pin guard” lining it up
the circular hole of
what POA shooting calls with
the peep sight will
increase consistency.
for.)
Do not move your
3. Go to the next distance, then head
to do this and
using the next pin below in you may have to figit
the stack use the same proce- with a few things to
get this work. Ask
dure to set that pin.
your coach for help.
4. Repeat for the other distances, adding the next pin below to the stack
for each increment of distance.
Peep Sights Increase Accuracy Peep sights
increase accuracy, not simply because they allow
archers to look right through the string! When at
full draw, the circular hole in the peep sight is
visually aligned with the circular housing of the
circular pin guard on a pin sight (if there is one)
allowing you to have consistent alignment of the
sight (and hence your bow) with your line of
sight. Peep sights are not allowed in all styles, e.g.
Olympic Recurve archery does not allow peep
sights.
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Some Fine Points

If you look at any stack of pins what you
will see is that the top two are closer
together than any of the others. Plus the gap
between pins 2 and 3 is smaller than between 3
and 4, which is smaller than the gap between pins
4 and 5 (see diagrams). The reason for this is that
shot arrows are continuously slowed down due to
air resistance. The arrow is at its fastest just as it
leaves the bow and the farther it goes the slower it
goes. So the time it takes to get from 10 to 20
yards/meters is less than from 20 to 30
yards/meters. Since gravity is acting constantly,
the arrow falls farther between 20 and 30 (simply
because it had more time to fall) than it did
between 10 and 20, so the bow must be held a tiny
bit higher for the longer shot, and so forth.
If your pin stack doesn’t look like that, there is
something wrong. If one of the gaps toward the
bottom of the stack is smaller than one above it,
there is something wrong. And nothing is more
frustrating than to be shooting good shots and
having them land in the wrong place because your
sight setting is wrong.

There is a diagram that can be used to check a
pin stack’s spacings (see below). You just hold up
the stack to the array of lines and you should be
able to find a spot where each of the pin “heads”
land on one of the lines. If one of them doesn’t
while the others do, then that one is a problem.
Work on it some more to get it adjusted.
Enjoy!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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A Blog for
Archery Coaches
Over the years Claudia and I have taken a great
many coach training courses and also trained a great
many coaches. One frustration associated with all of
those trainings was a lack of connection with those
trained. There were no emails, no newsletters, no sales
pitches, no follow-up of any sort, it seemed, associated
with any archery coach training.
After the usual rounds of complaining that “somebody” ought to do something to help
archery coaches, we realized that somebody was facing us in the mirror. So, one
of our efforts was to create “A Blog for
Archery Coaches.” For those of you not familair with
blogging (we weren’t) a “blog” (a shortening of Web
Log) is an online discussion/information site.
The way we think this will go is that you coaches
out there will submit questions and if we can answer
them, we will. We have also gotten permission from
AER to publish all of their coaching articles (amazingly not all archery coaches subscribe to Archery
Focus!), and we hope that some of you will write guest

blog posts which we will throw up for you. All you
have to do is email us (steve@archeryfocus.com) with
your submission (including your name, coaching certificate level if any, and city/state location.
If we cannot answer a question sent in, we will try
to find someone who can. We are encouraging any of
you thinking this may be a good idea to post a link to
the blog on your website. It is already posted on the

http://archerycoach.wordpress.com
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AFm and AER websites and on the AFm Facebook
page. (Yes, AFm has a Facebook page, doesn’t everybody and everything?)
If you were to go to http://archerycoach.wordpress.com right now, you will find quite a few posts as
we asked a number of folks recently trained to write
in with any questions they might have to get us started. There is a list of categories on the right and if you
click on one of those, it will bring those posts forward
in a list.
You can also “follow” the blog via email. If
you sign up, every time there is a new post you
will receive an email telling you so. This way, you
don’t have to put ABFAC on the list of things to
check every week.
You can also comment on any post. So, if you
agree, or especially if you disagree, with something posted, please do comment so that readers
can see contrary as well as supportive statements
for those posts.
Please, if you are an archery coach or want to
be an archery coach, send your questions in,
check out the blog, and help make it valuable to
you and to other coaches.
Over time the blog will evolve to become not
what we think it should be but ultimately what
you find is most helpful.
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